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To be born a fisherman is to win first prize in the lottery of life. To pin the correct name on the fish we 

catch is to invest that lottery win more wisely.
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INTRODUCTION 

 

This book did not start life as a volume on fish identification. What I’ve done is extract the necessary specific 

lines and illustrations from 'The Ultimate Angling Bucket List' for all the salt-water species officially 

recorded as caught on rod and line from British, Irish, Scottish and Welsh coastal waters and place them 

together as a concise field guide, correct at the time of writing, which is spring 2017. 

Nationally, angling species lists are dynamic in the sense that they never remain the same for very long. In 

the main this is due to new inclusions, for which reason I have also included a few additional likely future 

candidates at the close. But it can also be due to changes in scientific understanding, Common Skate being a 

prime example, where a single species has now been split into two which is the drive behind my choice of 

front cover illustration. Which ‘new’ species is it. Please feel free to argue about that one. 

Over recent years, species competitions and light rock fishing (LRF) have become increasingly popular, both 

of which have greatly expanded angling horizons on the species scene. On that basis alone, never has there 

been a greater need to be able to accurately pin the right name on ALL the fish we catch, hence my decision 

to prune out the pure ID material out from the bulky ‘other stuff’ and put it all together in a separate smaller 

volume here. 

My only other comment is that this is a field guide for anglers. It is not a scientific guide, and will therefore 

only be looking at the best, quickest, and most accurate ways of identifying fish with the least amount of fuss 

so they can be photographed and released unharmed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FRONT COVER PHOTOGRAPH: Paul Maris and Dave Hawkeswood with a 191 pound Skate. When 

caught it was a Common Skate, but now with the species renamed then split into two new species, what 

should we label it today, hence the need for an anglers field guide to the salt-water fishes of the British Isles. 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS USED IN THE TEXT 

 

Dorso-ventrally compressed:  A fish compressed from above, the ultimate example being a ray which has 

its eyes and dorsal fins on the top side, while its mouth, gill-slits and anus are located on the underside. In 

contrast, flatfish such as Plaice lie on one or other side of their body with their dorsal and anal fins, mouth 

and anus sited around the outer edge. 

Laterally compressed: A fish that is compressed in from its two sides creating a narrow(er) vertical profile 

when viewed front on, a good example being sea breams and the John Dory.  

Directional Asymmetry: When a fish chooses not to conform to the almost universal approach of the left 

and right sides of the body being mirror images of each other, as is the case with most fish, and virtually all 

animals. Flatfish such as Plaice are directionally asymmetric by lying on one side of their body and having 

both their eyes and their pigmentation on the other.  

Spiracle: A small aperture close to the eye in most, though not all sharks and rays. This connects to the 

respiratory system allowing rays for example to draw water in from their top side thereby preventing sand 

and other debris being drawn in as would be the case is they were to breath with their mouth, which when at 

rest is in contact with the sea bed.  

Lateral line: A conspicuous line along the mid to upper flanks of a fish forming a canal made up of pores 

containing tiny hair like structures which detect vibration and pressure changes. Similar isolated pores are 

also present on and around a fish’s head. 

Dorsal fin(s): The fins along the upper edge of a fish which can number from one to three, or can be fused as 

in the case of breams and wrasses where a spiny first dorsal fin merges in to a softer second dorsal giving the 

impression of one long continuous fin.   

Anal fin: One or two fins situated on the underside of fish between the anus and the tail. 

Pelvic Fins: A small pair of fins located on the underside of a fish and varying in position according to 

species, but always at a point from between the pectoral fin and the anal opening.   

Pectoral Fin: A fin located on both sides of a fish approximately midway down the flank immediately 

behind the gill cover. 

Caudal Fin:  Another name for the tail fin.  

Adipose Fin: A small fleshy blob on the top side of the body in some fish, located immediately in front of 

the tail. 

Finlets: Tiny fleshy blobs, often numerous, located on both top and bottom of a fish’s body between the end 

of the last dorsal fin and the tail on the top, and the anal fin and tail on the bottom in fish such as Mackerel 

and tuna's. 

Caudal peduncle:  The point at which a fish’s body profile narrows in the run up to the start of the tail fin or 

caudal fin.  

Operculum: The main protecting gill cover on both sides of the head which when raised exposes the actual 

gills.  

Pre-operculum: The smaller 'false' gill cover which lies on top of and is fused to the actual operculum or 

gill cover. 

Scutes: Pronounced scales, often sharp and bony, which run along a fish’s lateral line.   

Gill slits: The five, six, or seven slits in front of the pectoral fins of sharks, and on the underside of rays, 
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which allow water to be passed out of the body after being sent over the gills during respiration.  

Ampullae of Lorenzini:  A network of jelly filled pores around the head of sharks and rays which act as 

electro-receptors used in the detection of prey.  

Keel: Elongate flat growth(s) on each side of the caudal peduncle or tail stalk just in front of the tail 

employed by fast swimming species to assist stability. 

Metamorphosis: The act of physical transformation from one body shape to another. Flatfish for example 

such as Plaice start life as round bodied fry, then shortly after hatching begin the transformation to a flattened 

body shape. 

Sexual Dimorphism: When the male and female of a species look obviously physically different to the 

naked eye.  

Viviparous: Live young bearing as opposed to egg laying. 

Bathypelgic: That layer of the oceans water column lying between 600 and 3,600 meters where sunlight 

does not penetrate. 
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CARTILAGINOUS FISHES – THE SHARKS & RAYS 

 

Salt-water fishes fall into two distinct categories. The sharks, skates and rays are cartilaginous fishes. 

Animals without a true skeleton, instead having their musculature built onto a framework of cartilage. Unlike 

most bony fish species, though not all, they also put a huge investment into producing small numbers of 

well-developed young, which explains why they are so slow to recover when something hits them hard. 

Sharks are elongate, often sleek stream-lined fishes with five to seven slits protecting their gills, as opposed 

to the alternative of an operculum or gill cover protecting the gills as in fish like Cod and Plaice. Their fleshy 

fins also lack rays and on each side of the head, in most species at least, there is a tiny aperture known as a 

spiracle close to the eye which is connected to the respiratory system. In addition, all around the head, 

particularly under the snout are a number of pores which act as ports for a super sensory detection system 

known as ampullae of lorenzini. 

Rays are actually flattened out sharks. People often ask what the difference is between skates and rays. The 

simple answer is 'none'. All, are dorso-ventrally flattened variations on the basic design from which they 

have evolved and adapted. The two terms are therefore fully inter-changeable, though in angling circles, rays 

are usually seen as being the smaller species, and skates as the fish with weight potentials going well in to 

three figures. 

 

SHORTFIN MAKO SHARK Isurus oxyrinchus 

The Mako is a streamlined yet 

heavily built fish with a sharply 

pointed snout. The first dorsal fin 

originates behind the origin of the 

pectoral fins, with the tiny second 

dorsal slightly ahead of the anal fin 

beneath it. In the similar looking 

Porbeagle Shark, the two dorsal fins 

are placed over the origins of the 

pectorals and anal fin.  

A fish with a single keel on the side 

of the tail stalk just in front of the tail 

lobes, unlike the Porbeagle which has 

both this and a smaller secondary 

keel below it.  

Another key difference between 

these two similar looking fish are the 

teeth. Those of the Mako are long 

and pointed without cusps at their base, whereas Porbeagle teeth are more triangular with very obvious cusps 

or small single spikes at either side.  

Colouration is a dark petrol blue giving way suddenly to pure white on the lower flanks and under-parts. 

Lengths of up to twelve feet have been recorded with weights well in excess of a thousand pounds, though 

half that size would be nearer the European maximum, and any specimen at all is worth reporting. 

Additional Notes: Despite it being a warm water species, and despite sea temperatures supposedly rising, 

the Mako remains a rare open water fish at our latitude. Far rarer now it would seem than back in the 1960’s 

through to the mid 1970’s when 45 were caught at a time when sea temperatures presumably were a lot 
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cooler than they are today. Since 1975 there has been just the one Mako caught, which is the specimen 

shown here with Andy Griffith 

 

PORBEAGLE SHARK Lamna nasus 

Whilst similar to, and indeed related 

to the Mako Shark, the Porbeagle's 

life style could not be more of a 

contrast.  

A much more abundant, coastal, and 

cold water loving species. A much 

more stocky, heavily built fish too, 

the main points of difference being 

fin positioning, tail keels, and the 

teeth. 

Porbeagle sharks have one obvious 

keel and another less obvious smaller 

keel on the side of the tail stalk just 

in front of the tail, whereas the Mako 

has just the one, and unlike the Mako 

whose first dorsal fin originates 

behind the origin of the pectoral fin, 

the origin of the first dorsal fin of a Porbeagle is directly above the origin of the pectorals, with the second 

dorsal directly above the origin of the anal fin.  

As for the teeth, those of the Porbeagle have cusps or small single spikes on each side at their base which the 

Mako lacks. Colouration is very deep blue to dark grey with off white lower regions. Grows to around five 

hundred pounds. 

Additional Notes: Despite the greater abundance of the Blue Shark, the Porbeagle is the bread and butter 

‘proper’ shark sought by anglers from boats of all sizes from the Shetland Islands to the English Channel, 

though predominantly found along open ocean west facing coasts. And let’s not forget legendary Irish angler 

the late Jack Shine; the only man to catch Porbeagles from the shore, more than 40 in fact. 

 

THRESHER SHARK Alopias vulpinus 

Threshers are a temperate water family of sharks containing four species world-wide, all characterised by the 

length of their tail which can be almost equal to the length of the rest of the body.  

As only one species has so far been recorded from northern European waters, identification should present 

no problem whatsoever.  

Colouration varies from bluish grey through to brown and is white ventrally. They can potentially grow to 

several hundred pounds, though angling encounters tend to be with fish up to around three hundred pounds.  
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Additional Notes: Never common, 

Threshers can crop up anywhere. That said, 

there is one common thread running through 

the majority of recorded catches from 

British waters, plus one name in particular 

that keeps on cropping up, which is Ted 

Legge.  

The vast majority of UK Threshers have 

come from the waters just to the east of the 

Isle of Wight which was Ted Legge’s old 

stamping ground. As they have relatively 

small mouths, often a small single Mackerel 

bait fished on the drop underneath the boat 

would be Ted’s tried and tested technique. 

 

 

BLUE SHARK Prionace glauca 

A noticeably long slender fish with 

a long pointed snout and long 

curved sickle shaped pectoral fins.  

A strikingly beautiful fish too, the 

upper surface of which is a deep 

inky blue giving way to a more 

brilliant shade of blue lower down 

the flanks, and unbelievably pure 

white on its under-parts.  

In other parts of the world, Blue 

Sharks have the potential to achieve 

weights in excess of five hundred 

pounds. Two hundred pounds would 

be extremely noteworthy in British waters. 

Additional Notes: Blue sharks are open oceanic fish found in all warm temperate sub-tropical and tropical 

seas world-wide where water depth exceeds around forty fathoms. Depending on climatic conditions, the 

species can push well up into Scottish waters, with regular showings along the entire Atlantic coast of 

Ireland. The Blue Shark is also responsible for the introduction of sharks, offshore float fishing, and the art 

of rubby dubby to the British public back in the 1950’s. 

 

SIX GILLED SHARK Hexanchus griseus 

To be more precise, the Blunt Nosed Six Gilled Shark. A fish characterised by its dorsal fin being set well 

back towards the origin of the tail, plus, having eyes that look like large green jewels, none of which is 

particularly relevant in light of the fact that unlike all other shark species recorded on rod and line from 

British waters, all of which have five gill slits, as the name here implies, this species has six. 
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Additional Notes: A fish which on a 

number of levels is not unlike a 

Lesser Spotted Dogfish, though on a 

very much grander scale, and one 

which has the proven potential, even 

around the British Isles, to well 

exceed a thousand pounds, living by 

day along or close to the edge of the 

continental slope, and by night fall 

moving closer in towards the shore. 

This is one of the largest growing, 

best distributed, and most common 

big fish in the deeper oceans of the 

world, and is probably widespread all 

around the British Isles at depths 

which for anglers are normally out of 

reach, though some are caught both deliberately and accidentally around the coast of Co. Clare in Ireland.   

 

TOPE Galeorhinus galeus  

About as typical a shark species as any 

fish could possibly look, with a global 

distribution within temperate latitudes 

including most of the British Isles 

where it feeds at or close to the sea 

bed. 

Not a fish likely to cause much in the 

way of identification problems, though 

occasionally some novice confusion 

does crop up.  

Those species potentially mistaken for 

small Tope, and of course visa versa, 

are the Spurdog with its obvious sharp 

spine in front of each dorsal fin which 

the Tope lacks, and the Smoothhound, 

some of which have white spots, again which Tope lack, but more importantly having a mouth resembling 

that of a Thornback Ray, whereas Tope are more typically shark like with lots of teeth.  

Upper colouration is a uniform greyish brown giving way to dull while below. Has a maximum growth 

potential of around one hundred pounds.  

Additional Notes: All shark species deserve protection, but in recent years, Tope numbers have been hit 

particularly hard by the fin hunters serving the Chinese food industry. So much so that Europe-wide 

legislation was brought in which states that while angling can continue, all Tope, and for that matter some 

skates and rays too, must be returned at the point of capture. Where this leaves the various record fish 

committee’s regarding claims and the weighing of fish on solid ground is uncertain, though most anglers 

turned their backs on records some years ago in favour of PB’s, a photograph, and a returned fish.  
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STARRY SMOOTHHOUND Mustelus asterias 

A small typically shark-like species 

(or two species??) with noticeably 

large powerful pectoral fins. The 

second dorsal fin is also larger than the 

anal fin situated below it.  

A greyish brown fish not dissimilar to 

a small sleek Tope, usually, though not 

always with a scattering of small white 

spots or stars over its back and upper 

flanks.  

It also has a mouth which resembles 

that of a ray with crushing nodules as 

opposed to conventional teeth. The 

nostrils are noticeably large with 

obvious flaps.  

Additional Notes: DNA studies suggest that contrary to what the British Record Fish Committee (BRFC) 

scientific advisor believes to be the case, only the Starry Smoothhound is found in northern European waters. 

And although the Common Smoothhound as a species does exist, it’s regular haunts are way to the south of 

the British Isles. Therefore, our so called Common Smoothhounds – those without spots, are little more than 

within species variations of the Starry Smoothhound. Maximum weights around the thirty pound mark. 

 

COMMON SMOOTHHOUND Mustelus mustelus 

Because this fish, rightly or wrongly, 

still appears in the various record lists, 

it has unfortunately to be included here. 

So, for completeness, the Common 

Smoothhound is a viviparous fish 

producing live young. The dermal 

denticles on its skin are centrally ridged 

along the first half of their length, 

whereas the Starry Smoothhound is an 

ovoviparous reproducer with dermal 

denticles that are ridged all the way to 

their tips. 

Additional Notes: While still listed as 

a separate species by the British Record 

Fish Committee, recent scientific 

investigation into home waters 

Smoothhounds based on DNA evidence suggest that specimens both with and without spots are all Starry 

Smoothhounds. The fact that the British Record Fish Committee advisor is at odds with the work of Dr. Ed 

Farrell (see Starry Smoothhound above) is a matter which still needs to be resolved. In light of that, both 

species remain in the record list leaving anglers to make up their own minds. 
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SPURDOG Squalus acanthias 

 Arguably the easiest British waters 

shark species to identify. Colouration 

is some shade of grey on the back and 

upper flanks with a scattering of white 

spots which may not always be 

immediately obvious. One thing that 

will however be noticeable is a very 

prominent and dangerous looking 

spine in front of each of the two 

dorsal fins. Could perhaps make thirty 

pounds in weight. 

Additional Notes: Once the most 

abundant small shark species in 

northern European waters, and now an 

example of just how quickly and how 

ruthlessly commercial activity can 

push a species to the brink of total extinction. Thanks to a few isolated pockets in refuge areas, the species is 

slowly making a comeback. What legislators and anglers need to do is make sure this never happens again by 

putting all Spurdogs back.  

 

BULL HUSS Scyliorhinus stellaris 

Picking out dogfishes generally from the 

rest of the sharks is easy enough. For some 

reason, pinning the correct name on the 

specimen in question is something a number 

of anglers still find problematic.   

If you have a 'dog' in double figures, then 

you don't even need to think Lesser Spotted 

variety. It's when weights come is at under 

say six pounds or so, which could mean 

either an LSD or small Bull Huss, that some 

people seem to struggle.  

Text book Bull Huss are generally sandy 

brown with large well-spaced dark spots 

scattered over their back, flanks, and upper 

fin surfaces. But over heavy kelpy ground, these spots can become smaller and denser, giving an almost 

completely black upper body similar to that of an LSD living over the same terrain.  

The fool proof way of separating the two is to look at the positioning of the fins, or better still for anglers, the 

nasal flaps on the underside of the head close to the mouth.  

If the nasal flaps overlap the upper jaw and are joined, one running on into the other, it's an LSD. If not and 

they are obviously individually well separated and set high up the snout away from the upper lip, then it's a 

Bull Huss.  

As for the fins, in the LSD, the back end of the anal fin lies directly under the base or start of the first dorsal 

fin located above it, whereas with Bull Huss, the rear point where the anal fin actually joins to the body lines 

directly under the start of the first dorsal fin above it. Huss can potentially exceed twenty pounds. 
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Additional Notes: I was once taken to task by Gethyn Owen at Holyhead for complaining about Huss being 

quicker on to our baits than Spurdogs which were the objective of the trip. Huss are often the biggest fish 

many anglers will ever catch he reminded me, and as such they should be shown more appreciation, both as a 

catch, and in terms of the treatment they receive before they are returned. 

 

LESSER SPOTTED DOGFISH Scyliorhinus canicula 

The main area for doubtful Lesser 

Spotted Dogfish recognition is 

between it and the Bull Huss. In that 

regard, the best way of separating the 

two is to look at the positioning of the 

nasal flaps on the underside of the 

head close to the mouth.  

If the nasal flaps overlap the upper 

jaw and are joined, one running on 

into the other, it's an LSD. If not and 

they are individually well separated 

set some way up the snout away from 

the upper lip, then it's a Bull Huss.  

As for the fins, in the LSD, the back 

end of the anal fin lies directly under the start of the first dorsal fin located above it, whereas with the Bull 

Huss, the rear point where the anal fin actually joins to the body lines directly under the start of the first 

dorsal fin above it.  

Both species have dark spots of varying size over a paler background on the back and upper flanks, with 

those of the LSD generally being noticeably smaller, sometimes forming darker bars along the full length of 

the body. To exceed five pounds in weight would be an achievement.  

Additional Notes: The explosion in dogfish numbers has been so great and so geographically all-consuming 

that unless something changes, a day will come when rats, locusts and dogfish shall inherit the earth. 

 

BLACK MOUTHED DOGFISH Galeus melastomus 

A beautiful, delicate, amazing looking 

small shark species superficially 

similar to a Lesser Spotted Dogfish in 

terms of anatomical layout, though 

slightly stumpier looking with nostrils 

that are well separated from each other 

and from the mouth, the interior of 

which, as the name suggests, is very 

noticeably black.  

Correct identification is easy due to the 

unusual patterning consisting of large 

round connecting blotches across the 

back and along the flanks with lighter 

margins at their lower edges. As with other deep water sharks, the eye looks like a green jewel. Typically 

weighs in at a pound or thereabouts. 
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Additional Notes: Small baits in deep water are always in with a chance. More often than not found where 

there are huge skate, probably due to the depth involved. The Oban, Crinan, Sound of Jura area of Scotland 

across to the Cushendall area of Northern Ireland is particularly productive. 

 

MONKFISH Squatina squatina 

Monkfish, or Angel Sharks as we are 

now being encouraged to call them, 

look like an intermediate stage in 

cartilaginous fish evolution between 

the flattened profile of the skates and 

rays, and the rounded body of the 

sharks with which this fish is classed. 

Both the pectoral and the pelvic fins 

are extended horizontally outwards, 

but unlike the skates and rays, these 

are not fused to the head, creating a 

‘semi ray-like’ profile. On the other 

hand, in common with the skates and 

rays, the two small dorsal fins are 

situated well back towards the tail.  

There is no anal fin on the underside, and unusually amongst sharks, the lower lobe of the caudal fin or tail is 

slightly longer than the upper which is a true upright fin.  

The eyes are very noticeably small and set well apart from the spiracles (breathing holes on top of the head). 

Colouration is usually some shade of sandy brown to grey with a light flecked pattern depending on substrate 

and location.  

Additional Notes: I remember a time when, if you selected your location carefully, Monkfish could pretty 

much be caught to order. Nowadays, anglers who have even seen a Monkfish let alone caught one are in the 

minority, which is a pity. A fish that can exceed seventy pounds in weight, though any specimen would be 

noteworthy these days. Monkfish are protected by law and must be returned at the point of capture. 

 

FLAPPER SKATE Dipturus intermedia  

With its recent history, can there be any more inappropriately named species of fish than the one formerly 

known as the Common Skate. A name that is still in regular and widespread use but which was officially 

consigned to the waste bin when Raja batis was taken out of the genus Raja and placed into the genus 

Dipturus.  

To complicate things further, shortly afterwards, it was discovered that what had been thought of as one 

species with the new scientific name of Dipturus batis, was in fact two very similar species, these being the 

Flapper Skate Dipturus intermedia, and the Blue Skate Dipturus flossada.  
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Unfortunately, we have now gone 

from one of the easiest and most 

straight forward naming exercises to 

one of the hardest, as Flapper Skate 

and Blue Skate are so much alike, 

hence the earlier confusion.  

The five main points of difference 

are........ 

1. Eye colour: Both the easiest to 

determine and arguably the key 

identifier. In the Flapper Skate it’s 

dark green or olive, whereas in the 

Blue Skate it’s a pale yellow. 

2. Blotches on the wings: Flapper 

Skate have dark blotches covered in 

lighter yellowish spots, whereas Blue 

Skate have dark blotches ringed by 

yellowish brown. 

3. Tail Spines: To say that these are larger and more prominent in Flapper Skate is of little help unless a 

direct comparison can be made, which is one field observation anglers will not be in a position to make. 

4. Dorsal fins: As in all skates and rays, these are set well back towards the end of the tail. In the case of Blue 

Skate, the gap between them is very small, whereas in Flapper Skate it's approximately half a fin width wide. 

5. Teeth: Again, not something for anglers to undertake as a field observation, if for no other reason than 

their own personal safety, plus of course the well-being of the fish. 

Otherwise you are looking at potentially the largest skate(s) in European waters, with a long angular snout 

and dirty greyish white underside covered in tiny mucus pores, each of which is marked with a black spot. 

Upper surface colour and markings can vary between grey and brown with a sparse covering of lighter 

blotches and black dots.  

Additional Notes: While the two ‘new’ species can overlap geographically, those caught in what are (or now 

were) traditional Common Skate haunts along the west coast of Scotland over into Northern Ireland are all 

thought to be Flapper Skate D. intermedia, while Blue Skate D. flossada are said to have a marked southerly 

bias and as such are more likely to be the ones found in the Celtic Sea and around south west Ireland.  

Size alone, which can run into the hundreds of pounds, will help eliminate most other smaller skate and ray 

species. If an individual is over forty pounds, the likelihood is that it's going to be either a Flapper Skate or a 

Blue Skate. If not, the CSI process of eliminating all the smaller species then kicks in.  

 

BLUE SKATE Dipturus flossada  

The five main points of difference between Blue Skate and Flapper Skate are as follows........ 

1. Eye colour: Both the easiest to determine and arguably the key identifier. In the Flapper Skate, it’s dark 

green or olive, whereas in the Blue Skate it’s a pale yellow. 

2. Blotches on the wings: Flapper Skate have dark blotches covered in lighter yellowish spots, whereas Blue 

Skate have dark blotches ringed by yellowish brown. 

3. Tail Spines: To say that these are larger and more prominent in Flapper Skate is of little help unless a 
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direct comparison can be made, which 

is one field observation anglers will 

not be in a position to make. 

4. Dorsal fins: As in all skates and 

rays, these are set well back towards 

the end of the tail. In the case of Blue 

Skate, the gap between them is very 

small, whereas in Flapper Skate it's 

approximately half a fin width wide. 

5. Teeth: Again, not something for 

anglers to undertake as a field 

observation, if for no other reason than 

their own personal safety, plus of 

course the well-being of the fish. 

Additional Notes: Until recently there 

was no Flapper Skate and Blue Skate, 

so in terms of angling, handling and the need to release at the point of capture, everything that applies to one 

also applies to the other. Geography is the factor that supposedly separates them, with Blue Skate ‘probably’ 

being the ones caught around the south and west of Ireland. 

 

WHITE SKATE or BOTTLE NOSED RAY Rostroraja alba  

The Bottle Nosed Ray or White Skate 

as it is also known is distinguished 

from other skate and ray species by the 

fact that its pronounced long snout is 

noticeably longer than in any of its 

near relatives, protruding prominently 

from an obviously rounded head 

profile, hence the name.  

In the other large skate species, the 

line from the wing tip seems to stretch 

straight to the end of the snout in 

almost one continuous run, with only 

the slightest hint of a bulge at the 

junction of the head and snout.  

There are however easier ways of 

separating White Skate from the other 

large growing species such as the 

Flapper Skate, Blue Skate, and as yet 

not rod and line caught Long Nose 

Skate, and to access the main one, you 

need only turn the fish over onto its 

back.  

As the name suggests, the White Skate has a pure un-marked white underside with slightly darker margins, 

whereas the underside of the other large skates is grey and covered in small black dots which are actually 

black ringed pores that are often so tightly packed that the underside can look almost black. All of that said, 

the length and shape of the snout should clinch the ID. 
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Colouration on the dorsal surface ranges from a mottled greyish blue in the larger fish, to reddish brown with 

numerous white spots in younger specimens. Supposedly a deep-water species with weights pushing two 

hundred pounds potentially on the cards, though my personal encounters have all been in twenty feet of 

water or less. A fish most regularly found, though never common, along the western Atlantic facing side of 

Ireland. 

Additional Notes: Anglers tend to see the smaller species such as Thornbacks and Small Eyes as being rays 

and the larger species as being the skates. In truth, both terms are completely inter-changeable, with this 

particular species using both in each in its alternative names. 

 

THORNBACK RAY Raja clavata 

Theoretically, a straight forward fish 

to pin an accurate name on. In 

practice, however, this statement can 

at times be some way short of the 

truth, the reason being the highly 

variable patterning, colouration, and 

marking capabilities of the species, 

plus its ability, deliberately or 

otherwise, to mimic some of the 

other smaller ray species.  

One consolation is that it cannot alter 

its basic body shape of having 

pointed wing tips which 

automatically eliminates confusion 

with the Cuckoo and Undulate Rays. 

Equally, it can't avoid having those 

large conspicuous broad based 

thorns, mainly on the top side, and to 

an extent also underneath, from which its name is derived.  

Colouration is typically grey to light brown with variable mottled or marbled patterning including off-white 

blotches and darker spots. More often than not, the tail will be banded dark and light from its base down to 

the two dorsal fins towards its tip. A thirty pound specimen would be a very big fish indeed. 

Additional Notes: Just because Thornback Rays are abundant now doesn’t mean they always have been, and 

nor will they always be, and can therefore be abused. Throughout the 1990’s on into the early turn of the 

century they became rare in the extreme. Or should I say ‘exploited’ in the extreme, at roughly the same time 

that the Spurdog slipped into the abyss. Maybe the two situations were to an extent linked. Who knows.  

The important thing to seize from this is not to take them for granted now. Be grateful for them, even if you 

aren’t deliberately fishing for them, because, as has happened in my lifetime, they could so easily go missing 

once again. And when they go, like all sharks and rays, with the breeding strategy they have of producing 

small numbers of well-developed young, it can take decades for any improvement to register. 

 

SMALL EYED RAY Raja microocellata 

In Ireland, this fish is also known as the Painted Ray, which in the light of the patterning of the Undulate Ray 

can be a little confusing. Otherwise, a species fairly readily identified by its very specific markings.  

The base colour is greyish to sandy brown over-laid by a series of off-white spots and lines spread over the 
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entire upper surface, with the lines 

tending to follow the outline of the 

outer body 

As a further aid to getting the 

identification right, it should have 

little in the way of sharp thorns, with 

any that are present being small and 

lying almost flat along the ridge of 

the spine.  

What smaller prickles there are 

present should be confined mainly to 

the front area of the body, leaving the 

back half with a much smoother feel, 

and as the name suggests, the eye is 

small. Can achieve mid double figure 

weights. 

Additional Notes: Once a locally abundant ray species but now very much less so, though it’s making a 

comeback. Also, both a particularly hard fighting and more readily available species from the shore in the 

south and west of the country than the other ray species. 

 

BLONDE RAY Raja brachyura  

One of the largest growing and 

thankfully easier British waters ray 

species to identify, confirmed by a 

combination of both visual patterning 

and feel to the touch. Potentially a 

quite large fish too with confirmed 

weights approaching forty pounds, 

which is way bigger than the only 

other ray species likely to cause any 

identification confusion with it, that 

being the Spotted Ray.  

If the specimen in question is covered 

in spots and is bigger than ten pounds 

then it's a pretty safe bet you have a 

Blonde Ray, which can be confirmed 

by the spots having a reasonably uniform size spread over a pale sandy coloured back-ground going right to 

the edges of the wings. The fish will also feel rough and prickly to the touch over its entire upper surface.  

In complete contrast, the Spotted Ray has dark spots which tend to vary in size scattered over a more golden 

brown background, none of which reach the wing edges, leaving a narrow, unmarked margin. 

Additional Notes: Predominantly an offshore species found in the hollows and scrapes along offshore 

banks, plus around their outer slopes. A tough fighting fish too. I once hooked one up on a brand new rod 

given to me to test and report back on. The rod unfortunately broke with the fish power diving just under the 

surface in full view. Needless to say, the report was shelved. 
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SPOTTED RAY Raja montagui 

Also known in Ireland as the 

Homelyn Ray, this is a fish that is 

similar in general appearance to the 

Blonde Ray which is also covered in 

dark spots, but without the Blonde 

Ray's very much bigger growth 

potential. So, anything with spots 

weighing in at ten pounds or more is 

very unlikely to be a Spotted Ray, 

even a record for the species.  

To confirm the identity as being that 

of a Spotted Ray it will have dark 

spots which tend to vary in size 

scattered over a golden brown 

background, with none of the spots 

reaching the edges of the wing, leaving an obvious narrow unmarked margin. Some of the spots may also 

group together to form a small tight clump known as an ocellus or eye spot in the middle of each wing, 

though this isn't always going to be the case.  

Spotted Rays lack rough prickles over the back half of their upper body leaving it smooth to the touch. 

Blonde Rays on the other hand are prickly all over, have fairly uniform sized dark spots over their entire 

upper body right up to the wing edges, and are generally a paler sandy brown. Size tends to max out in high 

single figure weights. 

Additional Notes: Another species of patchy but potentially quite regular distribution everywhere from the 

waters to the east of the Isle of Wight and Anglesey through to south west Scotland. 

 

UNDULATE RAY Raja undulata 

A strikingly beautiful fish which even 

in the least well marked specimens 

should immediately grab your 

attention. The kind of fish which if 

you don't know what it is, then you 

will almost certainly want to find out.  

Only one other British ray in any way 

even slightly resembles the Undulate, 

and then only superficially, that being 

the Small Eyed Ray which is a 

species with pointed wing tips, 

whereas the wing tips of the Undulate 

Ray are rounded. But of far greater 

importance are the markings and 

colouration.  

A Small Eyed Ray will be some shade of pale sandy grey with white spots and white lines which tend to run 

parallel to the edges of the wings. Undulates on the other hand are usually a darker shade of brown with a 

series of very obviously darker wavy lines edged by small creamy white spots with other larger spots of the 

same colour also woven into the pattern. The underside is white with a darker edging. Twenty pounds would 

be a very good specimen weight. 
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Additional Notes: A fish that has locally grown in stature over the past decade or so, particularly from 

Dorset through to Sussex and around the Channel Islands. But don’t let that lull people into a false sense of 

security. This is still classed as an endangered species, all of which by law must be released at the point of 

capture. 

 

CUCKOO RAY Leucoraja naevus 

A small, rather delicate looking 

occasionally encountered deep water 

ray species with truly standout 

markings. Top side colouration should 

be some shade of pale brown with a 

prominent black and yellow patch 

known as an ocellus placed in the 

centre of each wing.  

There are no other markings. The 

upper surface is also covered in small 

prickles.  A small fish barely able to 

top five pounds in weight. In the 

picture the Cuckoo Ray is on the right. 

Additional Notes: Mis-identification 

should be virtually impossible. I say virtually as opposed to absolutely, because I have seen Thornback Rays, 

which are capable of mimicking other species, do a very good impression of a Cuckoo Ray. Not perfect, but 

enough to throw doubt into the thinking of someone not too well up in fish identification. That is until you 

look at the wing tip profiles, which in the case of the Cuckoo Ray are particularly well rounded, unlike those 

of the Thornback which come to a point.  

 

STING RAY Dasyatis pastinaca 

The whip like tail with a sharp 

serrated venomous spine at its base 

will immediately set the Stingray 

apart from all other ray species found 

around the British Isles, except 

maybe for one, the Eagle Ray.  

Points of difference between the two 

are that in the Eagle Ray, the eyes are 

set into the sides of an almost 

separate slightly raised protruding 

head, whereas those of the Stingray 

are more conventionally placed on 

top, with only the tinniest hint of a 

snout appearing from its otherwise 

flat facial profile.  

The tail of the Eagle Ray is also very long and whip like with a short dorsal fin immediately in front of the 

spine. In contrast, and a key distinguishing feature here, the Stingray has no dorsal fin, and the tail itself is 

also very much shorter. Colouration can be variable with olive green through to brown being the more 

common shades. Fish in excess of sixty pounds have been recorded from around the British Isles. 
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Additional Notes: When I first started fishing, Stingrays were much more regularly caught than today. Much 

more popular too, especially with the shore lads in the Essex area. They spread into other areas too, with 

specimens both boat and shore being taken at Cleveleys near Blackpool. Then they slipped into decline and 

have never quite got back to where they once were, despite rising sea temperatures, which according to form, 

should suit their requirements better today. 

 

EAGLE RAY Myliobatis aquila 

As with the Stingray, which at a glance 

the Eagle Ray kind-of resembles, this is 

a 'true ray' species. The main physical 

difference between the Stingray and 

Eagle Ray comes at the front end 

where the head of the Eagle Ray is 

very pronounced, both in terms of 

appearing to be raised up, and in the 

way it protrudes forward of the 

shoulders rather than being merged into 

them. This allows the eyes to be set 

into the sides of the head as opposed to 

the traditional skate and ray layout of 

positioning them on top.  

A heavily built thick bodied fish with 

wide pointed wings and a long whip 

like tail armed with a dangerous 

serrated spike or sting at its base just 

behind a small dorsal fin which is a fin that the Stingray lacks. Colouration varies from dusky bronze though 

various darker shades of brown to almost black. The record stands at a shade over sixty pounds. 

Additional Notes: A very common fish at the more southern extremes of Europe, and in particular around 

the Canary Islands where on their day they can outnumber the Stringrays and everything else when boat 

fishing the bottom. That said, I have read informed accounts of them spending substantial portions of time 

swimming in mid water, which on the face of things would reduce the potential for encounters. A rare fish in 

British and Irish waters, with probably no more than a handful ever authentically caught. 

 

DARK ELECTRIC RAY Torpedo nobiliana  

Like the Stingray and Eagle Ray, Electric Rays are true rays, though physically they look totally different to 

what we as anglers tend to think of as being rays. So much so that even if you didn't know what it was you 

had on the end of your line, and for safety reasons that would be the best place to leave it under the 

circumstances, you would no doubt be immediately aware that it was something interesting and different. 

The head and wings form an almost completely circular shape, though slightly blunted at the front end, 

creating a profile not unlike the shape of a banjo. The pelvic fins are also noticeably rounded, while the tail 

stalk is short and thick with two close set dorsal fins located on it terminating in a well-developed tail fin 

which Thornback Rays and the like, plus Stingrays, all lack. Colouration on the top side is an unmarked deep 

brown to slatey blue. The underside is cream with a darker edging suggestive of the upper surface shade. An 

uncommon fish with a potential to exceed one hundred pounds. 

Additional Notes: Fish are the only vertebrates capable of producing an electrical current both for offence 

and defence, and in that regard, Electric Rays have quite a sizeable electricity generating organ sited in each 
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wing, collectively making up around 

one sixth of the fish’s total body 

weight. These are constructed from 

modified striated muscle fibres 

stacked against each other and 

connected up in parallel, with the 

organs of a large specimen containing 

as many as 500,000 such plates.  

 

Discharges of up to sixty volts are the 

norm, though this can vary with the 

size and condition of an individual 

fish. Large specimens have been 

recorded emitting two hundred and 

twenty volts with a current of eight 

amps which is not far short of a UK 

mains supply. The upper surface of 

these fish is the positive side and the under surface the negative.  

 

 

MARBLED ELECTRIC RAY Torpedo marmorata  

Similar in shape to the Dark Electric 

Ray described above, but in this case 

with the six to eight papillae which 

are small conspicuous growths both 

around and extending in to each 

spiracle or breathing aperture situated 

on top of the head close to the eye.  

Top side colouration and markings 

are some variant on mottled or 

marbled brown through to cream 

with a cream coloured underside, the 

edges of which are tinged with the 

darker base colour, though not the 

markings, of the upper side.  

A much smaller fish than the Dark 

Electric Ray, usually maxing out at 

low to middle range double figure 

weights. 

Additional Notes: Small in size, but still not to be mis-treated or you risk paying the price. 
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THE BONY FISHES 

Bony fishes is a term which for our purposes here covers everything that is not a shark, a skate or a ray. Fish 

characterised by having a recognisable bony skeleton and rays in their fins. In most cases, also an operculum 

or gill cover protecting their gills, and again in most cases other than flatfishes, which by and large inhabit 

the bottom, they have a swim bladder which can be inflated with gas to assist with buoyancy control. 

 

COD Gadus morhua  

Cod have a very wide range of 

potential base colour variation 

depending on location, feeding, and 

habitat, but their upper body mottled 

patterning will always be present.  

Fish living over shallow, reefy, kelpy 

ground for example are often a 

brilliant reddish colour, while deeper 

water fish can be anything from 

green or brown through to sandy 

yellow.  

Their ever-present mottled patterning 

can vary in tone from dirty cream to 

brown, along with a scattering of 

small brown flecks. The lower sides 

and belly gradually loose the mottling 

and should become white, but in 

shallow water fish, this will often be some shade of dirty grey.  

The lateral line is very obvious and is white. A fish with three dorsal fins and two anal fins, each of which is 

noticeably rounded at its peak. The chin carries a very prominent barbel.  

Additional Notes: Bass may be claimed as the UK angling’s most important fish, but if you look at the facts, 

it’s a hollow claim. More people spend more time and money in pursuit of Cod than any other fish, and 

unlike the Bass which slides ever further into decline, recently, Cod have been making something of a 

comeback. Whether the days of nipping out half a mile in the dinghy off Blackpool and having a realistic 

chance of Cod between thirty and forty pounds will ever return is anybody’s guess. Personally, I doubt it. 

The biggest Cod ever recorded commercially tipped the scales at well over two hundred pounds. The world 

rod caught record stands at 103 pounds 10 ounces, and the UK record at 58 pound 6 ounces. 

 

POLLACK Pollachius pollachius 

In common with several of the more familiar Cod family members, Pollack are fish with three dorsal fins and 

two anal fins, which at face value might sound like a recipe for identity confusion. In reality thankfully, it 

turns out to be nothing of the sort.  

Only the Coalfish, to which Pollack are most closely related and in many ways mirror in terms of life-style 

present any sort of identity confusion, and even then not very much.  

One obvious point of difference is the lower jaw of the Pollack which very noticeably protrudes beyond the 

upper, whereas in the Coalfish they are equal.  
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Colouration and the lateral line are two 

further major points of difference. 

Pollack can vary in colour to some 

extent according to the ground they are 

taken from. Over inshore kelp they can 

be more reddish, while those taken 

from deep water wrecks tend to be 

duller, and as ever, there are all shades 

in between. 

Either way, the back and upper flanks 

will be a much darker shade of brown 

than the mid flank region. More 

importantly, unlike most fish where 

colour change is gradual, the transition 

in Pollack from one shade to the next 

can be sudden and very obvious, 

eventually fading and lightening on the belly.  

Starting at the gill cover, the brown lateral line tracks along each flank at the point of colour change from 

dark to light until it passes the pectoral fin where it then curves down onto the lighter golden colouration 

dissecting the fishes side into two almost equal halves all the way to the tail, whereas Coalfish are dark bottle 

green on the back and upper flanks which merges gradually into a dirty off white lower down the body, 

topped off with a straight white lateral. Weight maximum probably around thirty pounds. 

Additional Notes: A species long loved as a light tackle sporting fish which unfortunately the British Isles 

seem to lack an abundance of. 

 

COALFISH Pollachius virens 

In many ways, Coalfish share a similar 

body layout and general habits to their 

close relative the Pollack, having three 

dorsal fins, two anal fins, and a sleek 

streamlined torpedo like profile.  

Of major importance in separating the 

two is the fact that Coalfish have jaws 

of almost equal length, plus they have a 

straight white lateral line over a very 

dark brownish green to bottle green 

upper body colour which fades to 

greyish white below. Conversely 

Pollack have a protruding lower jaw, a 

dark brown lateral line which curves 

over the pectoral fin, and are brown on 

the back which suddenly switches to 

golden brown on the flanks.  

In addition, Coalfish appear to have no chin barbel, though one should be just about detectable. Pollack on 

the other hand have absolutely no trace of a chin barbel at all. Can potentially reach forty pounds in weight. 

Additional Notes: As for the Pollack, but with a much more northerly distribution, despite some of Britain’s 

biggest ever specimens having come from the mid channel wrecks.   
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HADDOCK Melanogrammus aeglefinus  

Very obviously a Cod family member 

with its shape and body layout. A fish 

with three dorsal and two anal fins, 

plus a tiny chin barbel from what is a 

noticeably shortened lower jaw. The 

first dorsal fin is quite tall, the first few 

rays of which are elongated giving it a 

pointed profile.  

There are other pertinent points, but 

these tend to be academic considering 

the Haddock's quite unmistakable 

markings. On each flank above the 

pectoral fin is a brown blotch similar to 

that found on the John Dory, which in 

both cases is said to be the apostle's 

thumb print.  

The upper flanks and back have been variously described as brownish to greenish grey. However, when 

freshly caught, which is the way anglers tend to see them, Haddock often show a very noticeable purplish 

sheen spreading down onto the lighter mid flank region, with the whole of the upper body at times sparsely 

covered with tiny black dots.  Has the potential to creep into double figure weights. 

Additional Notes: Once common in the North Sea, Scottish waters and the west country, Haddock are 

another species commercially exploited into rapid decline. That said, they are making something of a 

comeback in south west Scotland, Cornwall, and around the south-east corner of Ireland, though not as yet in 

the North Sea, which is a pity, as they are excellent fish to catch. 

 

WHITING Merlangius merlangus 

A slender fish in terms of basic body 

layout, not that dissimilar to the Cod to 

which it is related, having three rounded 

dorsal and two anal fins, with the start 

of the first anal fin lying on a line taken 

from the mid-point along the first dorsal 

fin above it.  

Another feature to look for is a tiny, 

almost inconspicuous chin barbel which 

might actually be totally absent in the 

very largest specimens. The upper jaw 

is noticeably longer than the lower, with 

both containing quite an array of very 

sharp needle like teeth.  

Colouration on the upper flanks and 

back varies between sandy green and 

bluish green, with winter specimens 

often having a purplish hue when freshly caught. The lateral line is brown and there is a conspicuous dark 

spot at the upper base of the pectoral fin.  
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Additional Notes: Most Whiting weigh less than a couple of pounds, but I have seen a photograph of a 

commercially caught 10½ pounder taken out of Falmouth. 

 

BLUE WHITING Micromesistius poutassou  

At a glance, a fish not unlike our 

more regular Whiting Merlangius 

merlangus with its sharp teeth and 

general body layout. The major 

distinguishing feature here is the very 

wide spacing between the dorsal fins, 

and in particular between the second 

and third dorsal fins, which in the 

case of true Whiting all pretty much 

touch each other.  

The first two dorsal fins here are also 

quite noticeably angular and pointed. 

The chin barbel, which Whiting have 

a tiny one of if you look closely 

enough is absent here. Colouration is 

a deep slate blue on the upper flanks and back, giving way to silvery beneath. An occasionally encountered 

deep water shoaling species, hence the large eyes. Weights will struggle to top a pound. 

Additional Notes: Most anglers will never see a Blue Whiting throughout their lifetime, but when they are 

encountered, expect to catch more than the odd one, particularly on small baited feathers at the bottom. 

 

POUTING Trisopterus luscus 

Another of those Cod family members 

with three dorsal and two anal fins. In 

this case, the fins are so close to each 

other that they appear to slightly 

overlap. The eye is quite large, the 

snout blunt, and there is a prominent 

chin barbel below its shorter lower jaw.  

A deep bodied, often 'dirty' looking fish 

due to its dark bronze brown 

colouration on the back and upper 

flanks and grubby white below, with 

broad darker vertical bars, though this 

won't always be the case as they can 

also be much lighter and un-marked 

with a pinkish-purplish sheen.  

Quite a straight forward fish to put a name to, especially when weighing in at a pound and more. The only 

similar fish which can cause problems in the smaller size bracket is the Poor Cod, though mis-identification 

usually works the other way around with Poor Cod being mis-labelled as small Pouting. The photograph here 

compares the two species – Poor Cod top, Pouting below. 

A true Pouting will have the start of its anal fin situated underneath the mid-point of the first dorsal fin, 
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whereas in the Poor Cod it's pretty much at the end of the first dorsal. In both species there is a dark spot at 

the upper base of their pectoral fins. In the Pouting this spot is at least as big as the pupil of the eye, while 

that of the Poor Cod is noticeably smaller. Or you could just handle the fish which can be a dead give-away. 

Invariably, Poor Cod leave lots of tiny pearly-silvery scales stuck to your hand whereas Pouting do not. 

Grows rarely to around five pounds in weight. 

Additional Notes: Usually classed as a bait robbing nuisance, except by shore anglers ‘lucky’ enough to 

catch one, or by wreck anglers who see a Pouting flapper as the ultimate Conger Bait. 

 

POOR COD Trisopterus minutus 

A Pouting like fish, which because of 

its small size is rarely going to weigh 

more than half a pound, and usually a 

lot smaller than that.  

A fish which invariably gets thrown 

back without a second glance ending up 

as seagull fodder, because as with 

Pouting, Poor Cod tend to blow their 

swim bladders when hauled up too 

quickly from even moderate depth.  

A true Pouting however will have the 

start of its anal fin situated underneath 

the mid-point of the first dorsal fin, 

whereas with the Poor Cod it's pretty much under the end of the first dorsal. A slightly less deep bodied fish 

than the Pouting, and usually a 'cleaner' looking coppery brown colour.  

Both species have a dark spot at the upper base of their pectoral fins. In the Pouting this spot is at least as big 

as the pupil of the eye, while that of the Poor Cod is noticeably smaller. Or you could just handle the fish 

which can be a dead give-away. Invariably, Poor Cod leave lots of tiny pearly-silvery scales stuck to your 

hand, whereas Pouting, while they might loose a few scales, don't leave a scattering.  

Additional Notes: These days a much more readily identified fish than in years gone by due to the growing 

popularity of species hunts and LRF. 

 

HAKE Merluccius merluccius 

Quite an elongate fish with two dorsal fins, the first of which is narrow and tall, with the second less tall, 

elongate, and of fairly uniform height other than a slight rise in height just before the tail.  

There is also a single long anal fin, the origin of which can be overlapped by the tip of the long pectoral fins. 

The lateral line is straight, the lower jaw has no chin barbel, and the mouth is large and armed with rows of 

needle sharp hinged teeth  

Fresh Hake have a beautiful metallic look about them. Colouration is an unmarked deep slatey grey, 

lightening in tone somewhat on the flanks and still further along the ventral region. The interior of the mouth 

is noticeably dark. There can also be a darker border to the back edges of the dorsal and anal fins. Home 

waters specimens have been weighed in excess of twenty five pounds. 
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Additional Notes: A species more 

usually found in deep water, where 

unusually they move up off the 

bottom after dark to feed, following 

the whole food chain as it moves 

higher in the water column drawn up 

by the phytoplankton which are 

microscopic vegetative organisms 

grabbing the last rays of fading 

sunlight to sustain their energy needs. 

Most commercial catches take place 

where anglers don’t go. The odd one 

will pick up a static bottom bait. One 

angling location however which does 

stand out is Loch Etive. 

 

 

LING Molva molva 

A full and important member of the 

Cod family, but one with an elongate 

body and short very noticeably 

rounded first dorsal fin followed 

immediately by a long second dorsal 

fin extending almost all the way to its 

equally noticeable rounded tail.  

Along the bottom of the fish there is 

also one long anal fin, which while it 

too ends just in front of the tail, starts 

further back than the origin of the 

long second dorsal fin above it.  

The pelvic fins, which are short, do 

not extend further than the pectoral 

and there is a very prominent chin 

barbel. The upper jaw protrudes 

slightly beyond the lower jaw. 

Colouration is usually some shade of drab sandy green, though smaller immature fish tend to be more golden 

with a lighter mottled patterning.  

Mature Ling have a prominent light banded edging to their dorsal fins, anal fin, and tail, beneath which is a 

noticeably darker band. The only other fish coming anywhere near fitting this description is the Torsk, which 

can be immediately discounted by the fact that it has only the one dorsal fin and is slightly less elongate in 

body length. 

Additional Notes: Back in the 1970’s, Conger anglers fishing the wrecks would have to put time in thinning 

out Ling in the twenty to thirty pound bracket to be in with a realistic chance of tempting a big Eel. Where 

are those fish now?. Specimens approaching ninety pounds have been caught, though not in British waters, 

where seventy pounds is about the theoretical maximum weight. 
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TORSK Brosme brosme 

Imagine a Ling with a shorter, 

stumpier body than normal, and just 

one single long continuous dorsal fin. 

In fact, the only member of the Cod 

family to have just a single dorsal fin. 

In a nutshell, that's the Torsk.  

It still has the chin barbel and the 

lighter, almost white edging to its 

fringing fins characteristic of the Ling, 

though Ling also have a separate short 

rounded first dorsal fin ahead of the 

second long continuous run.  

Even the colouration and markings are 

not that dissimilar to a Ling, though 

Torsk lean more towards bronze-

brown as opposed to a lighter greenish brown for the Ling. A fish with a much more northerly distribution 

and deeper water preference than the Ling, which while this takes in some Scottish and western Irish waters, 

even there it is never common. Weights approaching forty pounds have been recorded, with a British waters 

maximum of around fifteen pounds. 

Additional Notes: If they are present, then anglers will catch them. In Norway and other venues far to the 

north of Britain they can become a nuisance grabbing at anything and everything that touches the bottom. 

 

GREATER FORKBEARD Phycis blennoides  

A semi-elongate, rather dumpy looking 

fish with a short pointed first dorsal fin 

in which the third ray is noticeably 

elongated. A second dorsal fin of 

uniform height immediately follows. 

But it's the pelvic fins that really give 

the game away, comprising of just a 

single very long branched ray 

extending well past the start of the anal 

fin.  

By comparison to the rest of the fish, 

the tail appears to be quite small. The 

snout is blunt with the lower lip 

shorter than the upper, and there is a 

chin barbel present. Colouration is a 

drab brownish grey giving way to a dirty grey ventrally.  

Mature fish have a black edging to their dorsal, anal, and tail fins. Live specimens can have a purple hue 

which fades very quickly after death. If handled roughly, the large scales soon start to dislodge.  

Additional Notes: The only ones I’ve ever seen have been taken commercially, where even the boat crews 

were unsure as to what they were, though they said that out on the North Sea grounds they do catch a few 

from time to time. A chance encounter then with a maximum weight of around five pounds. 
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TADPOLE FISH Raniceps raninus  

The Tadpole Fish, or Lesser Forkbeard 

as this fish is also known, looks like a 

cross between a Greater Forkbeard and 

a rockling. The head, eye, and mouth, 

are comparatively large, while the rest 

of the fish from the gill cover back is 

very typically rockling-like, being 

elongate with a minute barely 

detectable first dorsal fin, in this case 

reduced to a single ray. This is 

followed by a long uniform second 

dorsal fin reaching almost to the tail, 

mirrored by not quite as long of an 

anal fin on the underside of the body.  

Where it differs from the rocklings is 

in having no barbels or 'beards' on the 

upper lip. Just that single short chin 

barbel common to many members of 

the Cod family. The mouth can only be described as large and cavernous. Colouration is a dirty blackish 

brown to reddish brown on the back and flanks, becoming lighter ventrally. Potentially can reach a couple of 

pounds in weight. 

Additional Notes: Once considered a rare catch. These days, with the growth in LRF and species hunting, 

particularly tight in around the base of rocky breakwaters, notably along the coast of north east England, it’s 

not such a rare fish after all. 

 

THREE BEARDED ROCKLING Gaidropsarus vulgaris 

Rich pink to brick red base colouration 

patterned with a good scattering of 

large and small brown spots make the 

Three Bearded Rockling a particularly 

eye catching and strikingly obvious 

fish. That alone, plus a potential to 

weigh up to four pounds should make 

identification a simple formality.  

Having two barbels or 'beards' on top 

of the snout, plus a chin barbel, will 

further assist arriving at the correct 

name. Only the Shore Rockling has the 

same arrangement of barbels, but lacks 

the red colouration and markings.  

In common with all the rocklings, this 

is an elongate fish with not much in the 

way of a first dorsal fin, which in this case starts off with one long ray followed by a series of very short 

rays. The second dorsal fin is pretty uniform in height extending back almost to the tail with a long anal fin 

on the underside.  

Additional Notes: It’s surprising that not more Three Bearded Rockling are caught, or perhaps should I say 
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reported, given the size and range of its appetite. Heavy ground, particularly after dark, seems to suit its life 

style best. 

 

FOUR BEARDED ROCKLING Enchelyopus cimbrius 

Another easy fish to pin the correct 

name on as this is the only rockling 

species to have four barbels or 'beards', 

with three on top of the snout and the 

obligatory chin barbel common to many 

Cod family members.  

Typically elongate, as all the rocklings 

are, with not much in the way of a first 

dorsal fin, which in this case starts off 

with a very long first ray followed on by 

a series of very short rays ending just ahead of the long almost uniform second dorsal fin which reaches 

almost to the tail. Below this on the underside the anal fin is not quite so long.  

This is an unmarked fish varying in colour according to habitat, ranging between sandy brown to almost 

black on the back and upper flanks, lightening along the lower flanks, and with a bluish tinge ventrally 

between the pelvic and anal fins. Recorded at weights in excess of one and a half pounds. 

Additional Notes: The fact that I’ve used artwork to illustrate the species here is testament to its rarity. 

 

FIVE BEARDED ROCKLING Ciliata mustela 

The only rod caught rockling with five 

barbels or 'beards', having four on the 

upper lip or snout, plus the usual chin 

barbel. Also, the commonest in angling 

terms, as well as being the most 

widespread. As with its close family 

relatives, a small fish with an elongate 

body.  

Again, the first dorsal fin comprises a long 

first ray followed by a series of very much 

shorter rays, then a long continuous second 

dorsal fin with the anal fin below not quite so extensive. 

Expect to see no patterning. Just a plain copper to greenish brown colouration giving way to off white below.  

Additional Notes: In my experience, a fish most often caught as a bonus during the winter months from 

open beach marks, with a few also coming from the boats fishing close inshore. Most will typically come in 

at well under a pound in weight. 

 

SHORE ROCKLING Gaidropsarus mediterraneus 

As with the other rocklings, an elongate fish with one long continuous anal fin and two dorsal fins, the first 

being a single ray followed by a series of very much shorter rays.  
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A fish with three barbels or 'beards', of 

which two are on the snout and a third 

under the chin, all of which means 

there is only one other fish, the Three 

Bearded Rockling, to potentially 

confuse it with, and only then with 

some difficulty.  

Shore Rockling are usually some 

shade of un-patterned deep brown, 

whereas the Three Bearded Rockling 

is pink or red with lots of brown 

Leopard like spots all over its body. 

Additional Notes: Again, thanks to 

LRF and species competitions, it’s 

now proving to be not as scare a fish 

as previous catch rates might have suggested, and as rockling go, quite a big fish too, well capable to 

weighing in at 1½ pounds. 

 

PLAICE Pleuronectes platessa 

Placed on a flat surface with its head 

to your right and tail to your left, the 

eyes will be located above the mouth. 

In other words, the fish is lying on the 

left side of its body with its eyes, 

pigmentation and patterning on the 

right side.  

If you brush your flatfish from tail to 

head with the finger tips and it feels 

rough against the grain all over then 

it's a Dab. Run the finger along the 

base of either the dorsal fin, the anal 

fin, or along the lateral line and it feels 

prickly, then it's a Flounder.   

 

A true Plaice will have a series of distinct bony lumps extending from behind the eye to the lateral line with 

the entire remainder of its upper body feeling perfectly smooth to the touch. Oh! and let's not forget those 

characteristic big red spots spread over a plain brown background.  

Additional Notes: Because Plaice are so highly prized, wishful thinking often creeps in when flatfish are 

caught. So be honest, otherwise you are only kidding yourself. 

A fish with high level inbuilt curiosity as demonstrated by its attraction to beads, sequins, spoons and the like 

placed close to the hook to tempt it in to the bait. Has the potential to reach double figure weights. 
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DAB Limanda limanda 

Placed on a flat surface with its head 

to your right and tail to your left, the 

eyes will be located above the mouth. 

In other words, the fish is lying on 

the left side of its body with its eyes, 

pigmentation and patterning on the 

right side. 

The Dab can be readily identified by 

a simple rub of the finger tips from 

tail to head against the grain of the 

scales which will feel rough over 

every bit of its upper surface. 

Otherwise, a drab brown fish with a 

few faint orange flecks and a strongly curved lateral line over its pectoral fin. 

Additional Notes: Dabs are increasingly starting to appear on the fish counters of super-markets, which 

hopefully, is not a sign of the species imminent collapse. Perhaps not every anglers favourite fish, but so 

often a day saver and a bread and butter species to non-specialist anglers fishing from both the boat and the 

shore. Maximum size around three pounds. 

   

FLOUNDER Platichthys flesus 

Placed on a flat surface with its head 

to your right and tail to your left, the 

eyes will be located above the mouth. 

In other words, the fish is lying on the 

left side of its body with its eyes, 

pigmentation and patterning on the 

right side. 

To clinch its identity, run the finger 

tips along the base of the dorsal fin, 

anal fin, and along the lateral line 

above the pectoral fin, which when 

brushed from tail to head, should feel 

prickly in those areas and nowhere 

else.  

Dabs feel rough all over when rubbed from tail to head, whereas Plaice feel smooth all over except for a 

series of visible bony bumps running from the back of the eyes to the edge of the gill cover.  

Colour-wise, Flounder can be far more variable than their near relatives, ranging from light brown through to 

dark brown and even greenish brown, with a scattering of small faint orange flecks. Or just turn the fish over 

to reveal a dull opaque white underside, unlike its close relatives the similar looking Dab and Plaice, which 

though also white, give the impression that you can see a little way in beyond the skin.  

Additional Notes: Quite a versatile fish offering a great deal of angling scope, particularly over the late 

autumn and early winter months tucked up inside sheltered estuaries when conditions outside are not fit to 

turn a dog out in. Can potentially exceed five pounds in weight. 
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LEMON SOLE Microstomus kitt 

Placed on a flat surface with its head 

to your right and tail to your left, the 

eyes will be located above the mouth. 

In other words, the fish is lying on the 

left side of its body with its eyes, 

pigmentation and patterning on the 

right side. 

A small attractive looking fish in 

which both the head and the mouth are 

noticeably small. Above the pectoral 

fin, the lateral line is strongly curved 

like that of the Dab, but unlike the 

Dab, which has a rough feel to its 

scales when rubbed from tail to head, 

Lemon Sole feel smooth and slippery.  

At times. a strikingly marked fish, with a light brown base colour topped off by a collage of deeper brown, 

dull yellow, and even green blotches. Has the growth potential to exceed three pounds in weight. 

Additional Notes: Highly prized commercially, and by anglers lucky enough to catch one, which doesn’t 

happen often enough. Never a common fish at the best of times, and these are not the best of times. Deep 

water seems to suit it best, but that isn’t the whole story. This is a fish with a specialized feeding strategy 

aimed at sucking small polychaete worms from their burrows. So, as with fishing for Dover Sole, which 

incidentally is not related, small hooks and small baits are a must. 

 

WITCH Glytocephalus cynoglossus 

Placed on a flat surface with its head 

to your right and tail to your left, the 

eyes will be located above the mouth. 

In other words, the fish is lying on the 

left side of its body with its eyes, 

pigmentation and patterning on the 

right side.  

In this case a long narrower bodied 

fish than any of the candidates likely 

to create any possible confusion.  

The eyes, which are located on the 

right side of the body, are noticeably 

large to enhance vision in the darker 

depths the Witch normally favours. 

The lateral line is virtually straight.  

Colouration is a rather drab greyish brown, with the scales having a dry roughish feel when brushed against 

the grain from tail to head. The end of the pectoral fin on the upper side is darker than the rest of the fin. 

However, it's most striking identification feature, which can readily be seen on close examination, is a series 

of small cavities on the underside of the head.  

Additional Notes: An uncommon deep water fish, which like the Lemon Sole, has very specific feeding 
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requirements. Again, this is directed towards tiny tube worms and the like found out in deep water where 

anglers are unlikely to put out hooks and baits small enough to deliver a result, all of which flies in the face 

of the current record having been taken by a beach angler fishing the shallows of Colwyn Bay. Well they say 

stranger things happen at sea. Usual weight will be in the region of a pound.sobe 

 

HALIBUT Hippoglossus hippoglossus 

Placed on a flat surface with its head 

to your right and tail to your left, the 

eyes will be located above the mouth. 

In other words, the fish is lying on the 

left side of its body with its eyes, 

pigmentation and patterning on the 

right side. 

Halibut superficially resemble a 

Flounder, but on a grandiose scale. 

Colouration on the pigmented side is 

also Flounder like, comprising shades 

of deep olive green to greenish brown 

with the underside pearly white. That 

however is where any Flounder 

similarities end.  

Halibut have a huge mouth extending 

back to at least the centre of the 

nearest eye. They also have a strongly curved lateral line just above the pectoral fin, plus a concave outer 

edge to the tail fin.  

Size alone will as likely as not rule out any mis-identification, unless of course a very small specimen is 

caught. They are after-all the largest flatfish in the world, with potential weights in excess of six hundred 

pounds.  

Additional Notes: Never a common fish, but back in the 1960’s and 1970’s, probably because of the level of 

specific interest in tracking down the species at that time, large specimens were recorded from Scottish 

waters with some regularity, but not so any more. Interestingly, one of the most prolific (if that is the right 

word here) producers these days is Whitby now that shads have pretty much replaced muppets and pirks. Not 

unfortunately a shore fishing prospect, though the picture used here shows a shore caught fish from Norway. 

 

LONG ROUGH DAB Hippoglossoides platessoides  

Placed on a flat surface with its head to your right and tail to your left, the eyes will be located above the 

mouth. In other words, the fish is lying on the left side of its body with its eyes, pigmentation and patterning 

on the right side. 

A small fish with a body outline which is proportionately long and narrow with a reasonably straight lateral 

line which just curves up slightly above the pectoral fin on a background colouration which can vary 

between greyish to reddish brown, and without patterning as shown here, with the true Dab at the top, and 

Long Rough Dab beneath.  

As with the true Dab, the skin feels dry and rough to the touch when brushed from tail to head. But don't be 

misled by the name implication here. Small and Dab sized it may be, but Dab like in life style it most 

certainly is not.  
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The clue here is in the generic part of 

its scientific name which is 

Hippoglossoides, placing it as a close 

relative of the Halibut, a fact visually 

confirmed by the size of the mouth 

and the eyes in comparison to the rest 

of the body.  

Unfortunately, that is where any 

Halibut similarities end, as weights 

are typically recorded in ounces 

rather than pounds. 

Additional Notes: From forays I’ve 

made on trawlers in areas where the 

species is found, such as the deeper 

west coast of Scotland and in the 

North Sea, it isn’t that scarce a fish. 

Being small however means it is less likely to take a bait, unless through a deliberate attempt. 

 

TURBOT Scophthalmus maximus  

Placed on a flat surface with its head to 

your right and tail to your left, the eyes 

will be located below the mouth, which 

in this case is large, as Turbot are active 

predators of small fish. In other words, 

the fish is lying on the right side of its 

body with its eyes, pigmentation and 

patterning on the left side. 

Turbot are often beautifully marked fish 

with a blend of small darker spots over 

a sandy background, extending even 

onto the eyes and the tail. This, coupled 

to the dorsal fin extending right around 

to the head to help break up the body 

outline offers excellent camouflage 

over sand and shell grit. The body is 

extremely broad giving it a well-

rounded outline.  

Turbot lack scales as such, these having 

become fused to form small hard wart-like tubercles over the upper surface which are smaller and more 

tightly packed on the gill covers and other parts of the head. A rub of the hand across the back will quickly 

detect these and determine whether it's a Turbot, or a Brill which lacks tubercles.  

Additional Notes: Turbot in excess of thirty pounds have been taken on rod and line in British waters, but 

not for some time, and understandably, due to a mix of angling and commercial pressure, sizes have slowly 

been creeping down for some time in areas such as offshore banks which can be commercially fished. 

Probably the best bet is wreck fishing for Conger, when the new tide pushes the boat out of position dragging 

baits on to any sand accumulations created by the tide. 
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BRILL Scophthalmus rhombus 

Placed on a flat surface with its head 

to your right and tail to your left, the 

eyes will be located below the mouth 

which is large as this is an active 

predator of small fish. In other 

words, the fish is lying on the right 

side of its body with its eyes, 

pigmentation and patterning on the 

left side. 

The same is true of the Turbot which 

is similar, though Brill are not nearly 

so circular in shape and lack the 

bony knobs or tubercles scattered 

over the pigmented upper surface, 

instead feeling noticeably smooth. 

And for completeness, the first few 

dorsal rays at the head end are partly free of their connecting membranes and branched.  

Colouration is variable according to habitat, with anything from quite a drab brown to beautifully mottled 

brown and yellow with a scattering of small white flecks. Generally, a much smaller fish than the Turbot, 

with the British record standing at sixteen pounds. 

Additional Notes: In terms of pressure, what has been said of the Turbot is equally true of the Brill. Never a 

common fish, with arguably the most productive venues at the moment being the Hampshire-Dorset coast 

and the Channel Islands. 

 

MEGRIM Lepidorhombus whiffiagonis  

Placed on a flat surface with its head 

to your right and tail to your left, the 

eyes will be located below the mouth 

which is large as this is an active 

predator of small fish. In other words, 

the fish is lying on the right side of its 

body with its eyes, pigmentation and 

patterning on the left side. 

In shape, Megrim are nothing like as 

wide bodied as either Turbot or even 

Brill. In fact, their profile body is 

noticeably quite narrow, with the 

dorsal fin almost reaching to the end 

of the snout. Colouration varies from 

yellowish to pale brown, with a 

scattering of indistinct small dark 

flecks. Megrim have large eyes which are suggestive of a deep water life style. 

Additional Notes: Hardly a common fish on rod and line, but not a rare fish either out over clean ground in 

deep Atlantic coastal waters such as off the western coast of Cornwall and all along the western side of 

Ireland. Catching them is as much about technique as anything, with small lures working the bottom to 

mimic a small fish having the edge over other techniques which include long thin cuts of fish or sandeels on 
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a flashing spoon presented to trail along the bottom. Grows to around four pounds. 

 

COMMON TOPKNOT Zeugopterus punctatus  

Placed on a flat surface with its head to 

your right and tail to your left, the eyes 

will be located below the mouth which 

is quite large. In other words, the fish 

is lying on the right side of its body 

with its eyes, pigmentation and 

patterning on the left side. 

As flatfishes go, the Topknot is 

something of a misnomer. With a body 

shape which on the face of things looks 

best suited to clean ground, this 

particular flatfish species prefers to 

live amongst rocks and under boulders 

in shallow areas of permanent water. 

A strikingly odd looking fish which 

should help make identification a 

formality. The mouth and eyes are 

large and the body, shape deeply elliptical. The dorsal fin extends onto the head almost to the lip, with both it 

and the anal fin under-lapping the tail. The anal and pelvic fins are also fused together by a connecting 

membrane.  

Colouration is brown with some darker mottling, an even darker blotch in the centre of the body, and dark 

bars radiating outwards from each eye. The upper pigmented side of the body feels distinctly rough due to 

this fishes ctenoid (toothed edged) scales. A fish probably incapable of topping a pound in weight. 

Additional Notes: I know of some people who have had deliberate success with this fish, so it can be done. 

All my encounters have been while turning boulders for bait around the coast of Guernsey. 

 

SOLE Solea solea  

Not directly related to either the left 

or the right sided flatfishes detailed 

previously. But because it is flat, it 

therefore has to lie on one or other 

side of the body, which like the 

Plaice, Dab and Flounder, happens to 

be the left side. But that shouldn't 

hinder identification. 

Sole are particularly long narrow 

bodied fish with a rough almost dry 

feel to the skin when rubbed against 

the grain from tail to head. The dorsal 

fin actually runs onto the head almost 

reaching the snout, which is blunt 

and round with a tiny curved mouth set into it.   
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Colouration is a deep greyish brown with darker blotches which tend to fade after death, plus a conspicuous 

dark spot on the upper side pectoral fin. A fish which can potentially achieve several pounds in weight. 

Typically however, don’t expect specimens to exceed much more than a couple of pounds.  

Additional Notes: A fish which for the most part needs to be deliberately targeted with small hooks and baits 

in harbours, estuaries, and off quite a number of beaches from the Isle of Wight eastwards in to the southern 

North Sea. In over forty years of dinghy fishing off the Lancashire coast, I have only ever accidentally 

caught one, though I know for a fact there are quite a few there. 

 

BASS Dicentrarchus labrax 

A sleek, fast moving predator covered 

with silvery, metallic looking, rough, 

large scales with rough sharp gill 

cover edges, spikes, and an equally 

threatening set of dorsal fin spines.  

A fish which therefore demands and 

should be given the utmost respect 

when handling if it's not to draw 

blood, and of course for its own sake 

too, if it is to be returned. The second 

dorsal fin is in contrast much softer. 

In terms of colour, washed over the 

metallic silver base which underpins 

everything here, the back can be quite 

dark, varying in individual fish from 

almost black through to greyish blue, 

which quickly fades or merges into 

the silver above the lateral line.  

On the head this will often extend down around the eye and follow the outline of both the pre-operculum and 

operculum (first and second gill covers), sometimes forming a spot or blotch on the gill cover edge. There 

can also be a hint of yellow on the otherwise white underparts. 

Theoretically, Bass can top weights of twenty pounds, though that target is becoming ever increasingly out of 

reach and consigned to photographic evidence in the history books. 

Additional Notes: A species which by all accounts is in free fall. And while there will always be some that 

escape commercial exploitation, will that be enough to maintain the label the species has carried for so long 

of being UK anglers number one fish. I suspect not. I think that title was taken by the Cod some time ago. 

 

COMBER Serranus cabrilla  

Comber are quite small but strikingly colourful relatives of the Bass. A fish which, if you don't know what it 

is, begs to be identified. Like the Bass, there is a spiny first dorsal fin followed by a softer second dorsal fin 

which in this case is joined to the first.  
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Here, colouration and markings are 

what most catch the eye. The base 

colour is usually a rusty brown with 

several darker vertical bars and two or 

three bluish longitudinal stripes 

starting on the head close to the eye, 

extending along the length of the body 

over the mid to lower flank region. 

Additional Notes: A very commonly 

caught fish on Mediterranean holidays, 

and one which used to make the 

angling press most summers back in 

the 1970’s. We had the odd one out 

from Looe when fishing the reef there, 

so with sea temperatures rising, we 

should in theory be seeing more. 

Perhaps it’s just an anomaly in the way magazines report news these days. 

 

WRECKFISH Polyprion americanus  

Also known as the Stone Bass. A thick 

set fish with a large mouth and very 

noticeable protruding lower jaw, plus a 

particularly spiny looking first dorsal 

fin which runs on into the taller softer 

second dorsal fin, which as with the 

anal fin, is set on top of what looks 

like a raised fleshy hump. This like the 

rest of the body and the head, is 

covered in small scales.  

The first long thick sharp spine of the 

pelvic fins has a rough serrated edge, 

as has the pre-operculum or first gill 

cover and the lower edge of the 

operculum or main gill cover, both of 

which also carry some sharp spines.  

Colouration is usually dark brown, lightening a little on the lower flanks and becoming more yellowish 

underneath. Immature fish may show signs of lighter and darker flecking on the back and sides. The edge of 

the rounded tail has a lighter banding than its base colour.  

Additional Notes: The specimens making it up to our latitude are usually small fish in comparison to what 

can be achieved further south. Generally, fish just making it into double figures, and that’s it. But what they 

lack in size, they often make up for in numbers, with vast shoals often found hanging under floating debris 

out in very deep water, particularly of the Cornish and southern Irish coasts. 
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DUSKY PERCH Epinephelus marginatus 

Quite a heavily built thick set fish with 

joined spiny first and softer spined 

second dorsal fins, the first part of 

which can have an orange tint. Basic 

body colouration is usually deep 

chocolate brown becoming yellowish 

on the underparts, with markings 

present in the form of pale brown to 

green flecks, and possibly some 

mottling, which is most prominent on 

top of the head and along the upper 

back.  

These marks tend to reduce in size and 

regularity lower down the body, 

though they may show as clearly defined lines of spots radiating outwards over the gill cover from the eye.   

Additional Notes: The record lists and subsequent lack of reporting suggest a lone straggler here. But this is 

not such a scarce fish along the Spanish and Portuguese coast down to the Canary Islands. 

 

THICK LIPPED GREY MULLET Chelon labrosus 

A familiar fish to anglers and none 

anglers alike as it so often shows itself 

at the surface cruising around in 

harbours, marina's and estuaries. 

Quite a long, narrow, torpedo like fish 

with a sharp spiny first dorsal fin, and 

a second softer dorsal fin some 

distance behind it 

Colouration and markings in all three 

British Grey Mullet species is very 

similar, that being greenish to bluish 

grey on the back, becoming more 

silvery on the sides and the 

underparts, topped off by several 

narrow darker longitudinal stripes 

running the full length of the body.  

Some mullet species are difficult to separate from each other. Fortunately, that is not the case here. As the 

name implies, the upper lip is obviously disproportionately large and swollen, which is key to instant positive 

recognition. A fish with a potential to hit mid double figures, but coming in more usually at under five 

pounds. 

Additional Notes: Not the elusive nightmare many sea anglers seem to think it is. Like everything in angling 

life, if you don’t do your homework and give things a proper try, you’ll never know. 
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THIN LIPPED GREY MULLET Liza ramada  

A fish with the potential to be both 

easy and at the same time difficult to 

identify. Easy in the sense that due to 

its more conventional lip size it is 

obviously not a more common Thick 

Lip Mullet. But so too is the Golden 

Grey mullet which is extremely similar 

to a Thin Lip, though with the right 

approach, just as readily separated 

from it. 

Colouration and markings in all three 

UK grey mullet species is very similar, 

that being greenish to bluish grey on 

the back becoming more silvery on the 

sides and the underparts, topped off by several narrow darker longitudinal stripes running the full length of 

the body.  

Both this and the Golden Grey Mullet have 'normal' sized lips. Golden Greys also have the golden spots on 

the cheek and gill cover from which they derive their name, which you might be forgiven for thinking would 

clinch the deal. But not necessarily so, as Thin Lips can also have yellowish markings around their gill cover 

too. 

The single fool proof way of distinguishing Thin Lips from Golden Greys is to fold the pectoral fin forward. 

If it fails to reach or just touches the margin of the eye, then it's a Thin Lip. If it reaches past the margin of 

the eye it's a Golden Grey. High single figures represent it maximum weight. 

Additional Notes: Not like the other mullets in terms of catching. If they are there, ragworm baited spinners 

fished high in the water will usually do the trick. 

 

GOLDEN GREY MULLET Liza aurata  

Colouration and markings in all three 

UK grey mullet species is very 

similar, that being greenish to bluish 

grey on the back becoming more 

silvery on the sides and the 

underparts, topped off by several 

narrow darker longitudinal stripes 

running the full length of the body.  

As the name suggests, Golden Greys 

also have golden spots on the cheek 

and gill cover. But I've also caught 

Thin Lips with similar markings 

which I was convinced were Golden 

Greys, only to find out by checking 

the length of the pectoral fin that they 

were not.  

The fool-proof key to labelling the Golden Grey mullet correctly is to fold the pectoral fin forward towards 

the eye. If it fails to reach, or just about touches the outer margin of the eye, then it's a Thin Lip. If it well 
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passes the eye margin, then it's a Golden Grey. 

Additional Notes: A much smaller often open beach hugging species with a maximum weight potential in 

the region of four pounds. Also, a fish prone to forming small, isolated, local populations. On the plus side, a 

species which can be approached using small bunches of creeper rag or ‘maddies’ allowed to trundle around 

very close to the waters edge in the surf. 

South Wales in particular is a noted opportunity. Otherwise, it’s going to be an odd one accidentally here and 

there while fishing for the other mullet species. 

 

RED MULLET Mullus surmuletus  

A mullet by name, but certainly not by 

family association, as Red Mullet 

actually belongs to a family known as 

the goat fishes. 

There are obviously key features other 

than the red colouration to be aware of 

here, but to save time, simply look for 

two very long back pointing barbels 

hanging beneath the lower lip which it 

keeps tucked away when not being 

used in the search for food. No other 

fish so far caught in British coastal 

waters has this particular feature. 

Additional Notes: Numbers and range have been creeping up steadily for years. However, inshore 

commercial catches around the Cornish coast suggest a vast difference between what anglers see and what 

the nets get. So maybe an angling re-think is needed somewhere along the line. 

Grows to around four pounds in weight. 

 

TUNNY or BLUE FIN TUNA Thunnus thynnus  

In addition to specific features, size 

and relative scarcity are also going to 

be determining factors here. This is 

the largest of the tuna's, and one that 

is infrequently caught by anglers at 

weights low enough to allow cross 

species confusion to creep in.  

The back of this fish is dark blue, 

changing quite rapidly to greyish 

white above the pectoral fin, and 

extending down to the underparts 

where it becomes more silvery off-

white, often showing a good 

scattering of silvery or even 

colourless spots and lines. And while the two dorsal fins don't actually touch, they are very close together, 

with only a small distance of separation. 
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The only other British Isles recorded tuna species with a similarly small dorsal inter-space is the Long Fin 

Tuna or Albacore. A fish with a very long pectoral fin stretching way back to below the mid-point of the 

second dorsal fin above it, whereas in the Blue Fin Tuna, the pectoral fin is short, reaching only about half 

way along the first dorsal fin.  

Scientists also use gill raker count comparisons as a further means of verifying speciation. But for anglers, 

this won't be necessary, with size, colour and positioning of the dorsal fins being sufficient, on top of which, 

the likelihood of catching one of the other tuna species whilst fishing for Blue Fins is low in the absolute 

extreme. 

Additional Notes: There were lots of big Blue Fins caught in the North Sea right up to the late 1950’s until a 

moratorium on Herring fishing put a stop to locating them. Later, during the 1990’s, good numbers of huge 

fish were located migrating up along the north-west coast of Ireland, leading to rod caught specimens coming 

within a whisker of being a grander. Then rapid decline set in. Now, over the past few years, good numbers 

of fish in the two to four hundred pound bracket have been located in the northern Celtic Sea between South 

Wales and Ireland, along the southern and western coast of Ireland right up to Malin Head, and off Cornwall. 

Make hay while the sun shines.  

 

BIG EYED TUNA Thunnus obesus 

Due to its very close likeness to the Yellow 

Fin Tuna, the Big Eyed Tuna can be a 

difficult fish to positively identify. That 

said, the Yellow Fin has yet to recorded 

from British waters, and the Big Eye only 

once, which does help a little. But just in 

case, positive identification can be achieved 

in one of two ways.  

Internally, the livers of the two fish differ in 

that with the Big Eyed it is serrated, 

whereas that of the Yellow Fin is smooth 

edged. Gill raker counts on the first gill arch 

also differ, with eighteen to twenty two for the Big Eyed, and twenty seven to thirty three in the Yellow Fin. 

Understandably, in both these examples, not something most anglers would want to get involved in reliably 

checking out I'm sure. 

Externally there are a few small differences, though mainly of a comparative nature, which really needs both 

species to be present to feel confident about drawing firm conclusions from them.   

The two dorsal fins of the Big Eyed are shorter and closer together than in the Yellow Fin, with thirteen or 

fourteen spines in the first, and fourteen to sixteen in the second. Colouration is a deep metallic blue on the 

back becoming white on the lower sides and belly, with the anal and second dorsal fins being a pale yellow, 

and the finlets between the rear of both the dorsal and the anal fins to the tail, being bright yellow and edged 

in black.  

Additional Notes: A tropical and sub-tropical fish generally found well offshore at great depth. To date, only 

a single specimen has been taken in British waters on rod and line, that being a 66 pounder, amazingly 

caught by Alan Pasco from the shore inside Newlyn harbour. 
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LONG FINNED TUNNY Thunnus alalunga  

One of the smaller tuna species, the 

Long Finned Tuna or Albacore is not 

exactly a scarce fish in European 

waters well to the south of the British 

Isles where it is of immense 

commercial importance.  

The bad news is that it has a marked 

preference for deep water out towards 

the edge of the continental shelf, 

though it will on occasion come closer 

to the shore when temperatures in the 

upper waters layers warm up 

sufficiently late in the year.  

Appearance-wise, a fish not that dissimilar to a Blue Fin Tuna, except for one major distinguishing feature. 

As the name suggests, of all the tuna species, this one has the longest pectoral fins. So long in fact that they 

extend almost to the posterior edge of the second dorsal fin.  

Colouration is deep blue, often with a brownish tinge on the upper back, and maybe even showing faintly on 

the lighter lower parts too. A species which could achieve a hundred pounds in weight. 

Additional Notes: Quite a common catch off Kinsale and surrounding ports in southern Ireland when 

weather conditions allow the boats to get well offshore. There is also supposed to be good numbers of them 

out to the west of The Scilly Isles too. 

 

PELAMID Sarda sarda 

For some strange reason, at the time of 

writing, the British Record Fish 

Committee has Sarda sarda listed 

twice as separate inclusions under the 

names Pelamid and Bonito. As Pelamid 

are also known as Atlantic Bonito, this 

might explain the confusion. 

Something to be aware of, though this 

obviously could and should change.  

Colouration and markings should be 

sufficient to set this small tuna apart 

from the rest. The back is an azure blue 

and the under parts silvery.  

Above the lateral line there is a series 

of oblique or diagonal stripes starting above the corselet and going all the way back to the tail, the corselet 

being a clearly defined area of obviously different scales to the rest, starting at the gill cover and surrounding 

the pectoral fin. The upper jaw reaches back just beyond the rear extremity of the eye. 

A shoaling species with can weight up to perhaps twenty pounds. 

Additional Notes: Uncommon in our waters, but caught regularly on lures cast from the shore around 

Fuerteventura in the Canaries from where the specimen shown here was taken by Robin Howard. 
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MACKEREL Scomber scombrus 

A torpedo shaped fish with aqua-

dynamic streamlining to assist 

continuous swimming. This pushes 

more water over the gills to satisfy a 

greater than average oxygen demand, 

while at the same time allowing the 

fish to maintain its position in the 

water column without the need for a 

swim bladder, which it lacks.  

To further aid efficient swimming, the 

fins retract neatly into concave 

recesses to reduce drag and energy 

expenditure. In addition, there are 

inconspicuous keels at the base of each tail lobe, plus finlets top and bottom just in front of the tail.  

That said, colouration and patterning are the real clue to accurate identification. The underlying colours are 

metallic green on the back and upper flanks merging into silvery white ventrally. Across the back running 

from the head to the tail is a series of curved black zebra like stripes reaching down just beyond the lateral 

line. When fresh, a rainbow sheen showing hints of purple can reflect from the lower flanks.  

Additional Notes:  Along with the Grey Mullet, probably the most readily recognisable fish in British 

waters. Britain's best Mackerel tipped the scales at just over six pounds. 

 

CHUB MACKEREL Scomber colias 

Previously known and recorded as the 

Spanish Mackerel, appearance wise, 

Chub Mackerel are not so radically 

different from the regular Mackerel 

we see throughout British Isles, and as 

such, could very easily be over-

looked. 

The general body layout and size 

range is similar too. Features like the 

presence of a swim bladder, which 

Chub Mackerel have and regular 

Mackerel lack, carry little weight in 

terms of field identification.  

Chub Mackerel have nine or ten 

spines in the first dorsal fin whereas 

regular Mackerel have at least eleven. Chub Mackerel also lack the two small inconspicuous keels at the base 

of each tail lobe, which again are present in regular Mackerel.  

Colouration and markings, though broadly similar to those of regular Mackerel, tend to be made up of spots 

forming faint wavy lines, with the addition of more spots below them stretching all the way down the fish’s 

side to the belly.  

In addition, the scales around the pectoral fins and to the rear of the gill cover are larger than the rest and 

tend to stay attached, even when scales elsewhere are lost, almost forming what is known as a corselet.  
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Additional Notes: Mackerel fishing is usually fast and furious, particularly when hurrying to catch bait, and 

as such, little if any attention is paid the individual fish. But, if something out of the ordinary does catch your 

eye, it’s always worth an extra quick look for spots on the belly as the current British record is just under two 

pounds. 

 

SCAD Trachurus trachurus 

Scad have large transparent eyelids 

which come in from the sides rather 

than the top and bottom of the eye. 

Visually more prominent still is a very 

noticeable line of bony scales or 

scutes laid over the lateral line, which 

again is a characteristic of some, 

though not all members of the family 

carangidae, The Jacks. These are quite 

soft above the pectoral fins, becoming 

progressively more raised and rough 

to the touch towards the tail.  

The Scad is quite a laterally 

compressed fish with a large mouth 

and two individual spines just in front 

of the anal fin. Colouration is bluish 

grey on the upper back becoming white underneath, with yellowish tints on the flanks when fresh. There is 

also a small dark blotch on the upper outer edge of the gill cover. A fish with a weight capacity to top three 

pounds. 

Additional Notes: Jacks rate amongst the hardest fighting fish in the world. Sadly, we don’t often see more 

and bigger examples in our waters. They are also very hardly fish, and as such Scad are popular as live-baits 

for casting to Marlin. 

 

GREATER AMBERJACK Seriola dumerili 

Three powerful similar looking jack 

species very occasionally visit British 

waters, these being the Amberjack, the 

Guinean Amberjack, and the Almaco 

Jack, which collectively make for one 

big potential identification nightmare.  

There are subtle external differences 

between the trio. Unfortunately, these 

are best picked out when all three are 

present for direct comparison 

purposes, which in our waters, or any 

other waters for that matter, is rarely if 

ever likely to happen.  

To really settle the issue, and even this 

is not one hundred percent conclusive, 

you need to undertake a count of the 
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gill rakers on the first gill arch, which while it can come up with a positive result, equally might be of 

absolutely no help whatsoever as there is the possibility in all three cases for a slight numerical overlap, 

which could in some circumstances see a fish killed and its captor still none the wiser.  

In this particular case, with the Greater Amberjack, we are talking about a fish whose lateral line is without 

an overlay of prominent sharp scales otherwise known as scutes. The tall front edge of the dorsal fin known 

as the lobe, is approximately the same length, or only slightly longer than the pectoral fin.  

In terms of colour, I would describe the back and upper flanks as coppery or olive brown becoming silvery 

white below, though small specimens of the type we have been seeing in our waters can have five darker 

vertical bars on the upper flanks and back, with a sixth tight up to the start of the tail.  

Running the length of the fish from snout to tail passing 'though' the eye and along the body at roughly the 

mid-point of each flank is a diffuse amber stripe, with a second more distinct stripe, again passing 'through' 

the eye, but this time from the mouth to the start of the dorsal fin, which is described as being a dusky mask.  

The gill raker counts are as follows…… 

Greater Amberjack 11 to 19. 

Guinean Amberjack 19 to 23. 

Almaco Jack 22 to 26. 

Additional Notes: A real bruiser of a fish off the Florida coast, particularly when they get around eighty 

pounds and upwards. The ceiling weight is around one hundred and fifty pounds, though not unfortunately 

around the British Isles. In terms of identification, the one plus in all of this is that because these three jacks 

are so rare in our waters at the moment, and therefore of interest to ichthyologists and fishery scientists too, 

you could probably get help in accurate identification by contacting say the British Museum or similar. 

 

GUINEAN AMBERJACK Seriola carpenteri 

No illustration provided – almost identical to the Greater Amberjack above. 

A warm water species of almost identical appearance to the Greater Amberjack, and one more normally 

found from Angola north to the Bay of Biscay where it feeds in coastal waters on squids and small fish. 

However, as with a growing number of previously unseen species around the British Isles, this could be one 

that is possibly going to be encountered with increasing regularity as sea temperatures continue to climb.  

Unfortunately, as with the Greater Amberjack and Almaco Jack, while this an easy fish to pick out as a jack, 

it can be a nightmare to sort out which of the three species is which (see the Amberjack account above). 

A powerful looking fish without lateral line scutes, the back and upper flanks of which are a coppery bronze 

becoming silvery white below, with a diffuse straight amber stripe mid flank passing 'through' the eye to the 

tail, plus a darker strip, again passing 'through' the eye, up from the mouth to the base of the first dorsal fin. 

In the juvenile fish, there can be five darker vertical bars. The gill raker count should be between 19 and 23. 

Additional Notes: Worth checking any jacks caught in British waters very carefully. 

 

ALMACO JACK Seriola rivioliana 

Almaco Jacks, Greater Amberjacks, and Guinean Amberjacks all look pretty much identical and share very 

similar life styles. Certainly, when they are juveniles. Why then you might ask has evolution allowed them to 

become different species. 
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Only when the Greater Amberjack 

really starts piling on the pounds 

taking it way bigger than the potential 

maximum for the other two does 

relegating that particular species 

become less of a problem. It's in the 

lower cross-over weight category that 

accurate identification can be a 

nightmare.  

All three are a coppery to olive brown 

on the back and upper flanks 

becoming off-white to silvery below, 

with a dark bar running up from the 

mouth 'through' the eye towards the 

base of the first dorsal fin, plus a 

diffuse amber stripe starting in front of 

the eye and running 'through' it along the flank to the tail (see the Amberjack account above).  

Physically, the Almaco is a marginally shorter fish than the two Amberjack species, with the first few spines 

of the second dorsal fin standing around twice the height of the rest of the fin, which should be quite 

noticeable. However, in smaller fish of the type we are now seeing in our waters, which at this size can have 

six darker vertical bars on their flanks, the differences are far less obvious. The gill raker count should be 

between 22 and 26. 

Additional Notes: The sooner we get more of these fish and bigger, the better. Amazing fish to catch.  

 

BLUE RUNNER Caranx crysos 

A typically jack-like, even Scad-like 

fish in general appearance, though with 

a slightly deeper body profile and more 

powerful body shape, particularly 

around the shoulders and head. The 

mouth is large, the tail very strongly 

forked, with both the second dorsal and 

anal fins being of roughly balanced 

size and layout.  

As with the Scad, but not the two 

Amberjack species or Almaco Jack 

mentioned previously, the lateral line 

comprises a series of obvious bony 

scales or scutes numbering 46 to 56. 

These become more pronounced from 

where it curves over the pectoral fin towards tail.  

In the Scad, the first dorsal fin is taller than second. With the Blue Runner the reverse is true. A blueish green 

to olive green fish on the back and upper sides becoming silvery grey below, with a dusky spot on the upper 

gill cover, though this may be indistinct. 

Additional Notes: Highly rated as a sport fish in the US. They also make great little hardy live-baits which 

can be caught by the bucket full on tiny squid baits in a chum slick. 
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At present, a fish prone to isolated occurrences to the south and west of the British Isles. Something which 

will hopefully change as sea temperatures pick up even more, as this, along with all members of the jack 

family would make a great addition to our regular home waters species count. 

 

PILOT FISH Naucrates ductor 

Most people, including most none 

anglers will be familiar with the Pilot 

Fish, having seen them shadowing big 

sharks in TV documentaries. Into the 

bargain, this is also a jack that is easy 

to identify. One in fact that is slightly 

different in shape to the more familiar 

Scad in that it is a little heavier built 

with a rounded face. Also, there are 

three to five short individual spines 

replacing the more familiar first 

dorsal fin.  

Two similar free spines are situated in front of anal fin on the underside, and there is a distinct scale-less keel 

following the run of the lateral line from just before the back edge of the dorsal and anal fins reaching to the 

start of the tail fin, none of which in all honesty really matters a jot, as colouration and markings should 

settle the issue anyway.  

Pilot fish are blue grey with between five and seven broad darker vertical bands. Most specimens recorded 

from British waters have weighed in at under a pound. 

Additional Notes: It isn’t properly understood why Pilot Fish appear where they occasionally do in British 

waters. One suggestion, though without any real supportive evidence, is that when isolated from their normal 

hosts, some individuals looking for ‘security’ decide to follow slow moving boats. 

 

BLACK BREAM Spondyliosoma cantharus 

A typical bream-like fish with its 

laterally compressed oval body, single 

continuous dorsal fin comprising a 

spiny first section and a softer second 

section, small mouth, rough scales, 

plenty of sharp finger threatening 

spines, and a rather metallic looking 

sheen to its overall visual presentation.  

Helping separate the Black Bream 

from its many close relatives is its 

colouration which can be quite dark, 

and in some individuals, as the name 

suggests, bordering on black, though 

often as a colour wash over a silvery 

metallic looking back ground, 

particularly lower down the flanks.  

Some individuals can have several 
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broad darker bars along their flanks. There may even be hints of blue or gold patterning here and there too, 

which, as with the darker bars and depth of dark colouration generally in some fish can be quite variable, 

though the tendency is that most individuals coming from a particular location will all be similarly marked. 

Additional Notes: In some ways, this is one of anglings recent success stories, which despite experiencing 

problems along the Sussex coast, as sea temperatures have risen, has managed to extend its regular range as 

far north as Scottish waters, particularly Luce Bay.  

 

RED BREAM Pagellus bogaraveo  

A typical bream-like fish with a 

laterally compressed oval body, single 

continuous dorsal fin comprising a 

spiny first section and a softer second 

section, small mouth, rough scales, 

plenty of sharp finger threatening 

spines, and a rather metallic looking 

sheen to its overall visual presentation.  

A deep bodied bream with a noticeable 

hump between the eye and the start of 

the dorsal fin, the eye itself being 

large, hinting at its deep water offshore 

preference, which are just two of 

several points of anatomical detail 

useful for identification.  

For angling purposes though, the red 

colouration over the back and upper flanks of an otherwise silvery grey background, and a very prominent 

diffuse dark blotch just above where the lateral line starts close to the top of the gill cover should suffice. A 

species with a maximum size potential of around ten pounds. 

Additional Notes:  Quite a common fish in the 1970’; then suddenly, gone. Nobody is certain why, but in an 

interview I did with Sid Pender at Penzance, it seems that a Scottish trawler working the Runnel Stone area 

which is a known late season Red Bream gathering point, scooped up the jackpot taking out pretty much the 

entire breeding stock in one go, with the first early signs of recovery only now getting underway.  

 

GILTHEAD BREAM Sparus aurata 

A typical bream-like fish with a laterally 

compressed oval body, single continuous 

dorsal fin comprising a spiny first section 

and rough scales, plenty of sharp finger 

threatening spines, and a rather metallic 

looking sheen to its overall visual 

presentation.  

A blunt steeply rising facial profile is a 

specific distinct characteristic of the 

Gilthead. So too is the highly conspicuous 

golden curved bar bordered by darker 

markings across the forehead. There is also a dark patch at the base of the pectoral fin, plus a second at the 
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beginning of the lateral line running onto the gill cover, the edge of which can be scarlet. General colouration 

is otherwise metallic grey above becoming silvery below, then white.  

Additional Note: Another bream species taking advantage of rising sea temperatures, and one regularly now 

caught in estuaries and harbours throughout the west country, the Channel Islands, and southern Ireland. A 

fish capable of achieving mid double figure weights. 

 

COUCHES BREAM Pagrus pagrus 

A typical bream-like fish with a 

laterally compressed oval body, single 

continuous dorsal fin comprising a 

spiny first section and a softer second 

section, small mouth, rough scales, 

plenty of sharp finger threatening 

spines, and a rather metallic looking 

sheen to its overall visual 

presentation.  

While Couches Bream looks similar 

to the other typically deeper bodied 

red coloured bream species, it also has 

a noticeably flattened blunt facial 

profile. The other `red' bream species, 

such as Pandora and true Red Bream, 

lack this sudden change of profile 

angle above the eye. 

 

Colouration is basically silvery with a slight tinge of pinkish red washed over the upper parts and fins which 

can have darker blotches. Maximum size potential is around fifteen pounds. 

Additional Notes: Like the Pandora, Gilthead, plus a few of the smaller breams and wrasses, a species that 

has ‘appeared’ in British waters within my angling life time. 

 

PANDORA BREAM Pagellus erythrinus 

A typical bream-like fish with a laterally 

compressed oval body, single continuous 

dorsal fin comprising a spiny first section 

and a softer second section, rough scales, 

plus plenty of sharp finger threatening 

spines, and a metallic looking sheen to its 

overall visual presentation.  

Pandora lack the key dark blotch on the 

shoulder just above the gill cover found in 

the Red Bream. The facial profile also lacks 

the steep vertical angle and rather blunt 

appearance of the similar looking Couch's 

Bream.  
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Colouration is red on the back and upper flanks, changing to a pinker red, then silvery below. Small blue 

spots may also be present on the upper flanks. The biggest so far brought to the scales from British waters 

have gone between three and four pounds. 

Additional Notes: A fish which could, at a glance, be readily mistaken for the more common Red Bream 

Pagellus bogaraveo, or even a Couches Bream, which has probably happened over the years, particularly 

around the western English Channel and along the coast of south-west Ireland before the Red Bream slipped 

into decline and the presence of both the Pandora and the Couches Bream was realised. 

 

BOGUE Boops boops 

Though it follows all the basic 

anatomical rules of the sea breams in 

having a laterally compressed body, 

single continuous dorsal fin comprising 

a spiny first section and a softer second 

section, small mouth and rough scales, 

as sea breams go, this is a long shallow 

bodied greenish blue fish with golden 

or silvery flanks, and three to five 

longitudinal golden stripes. There is 

also a small and at times diffuse dark 

spot at the base of the pectoral fin.  

Additional Notes: In British waters, Bogue are reasonably uncommon, though not rare. To the south of us, 

in particular Portugal down to the Canaries, they can be abundant in the extreme, forming vast bait robbing 

shoals throughout coastal waters. Has the potential to hit weights up to two pounds, though generally they 

are far smaller. 

 

AXILLARY BREAM Pagellus acarne 

Also known as the Spanish Bream, 

this a laterally compressed though 

slightly shallower bodied bream than 

the more familiar species, still with a 

spiny first dorsal fin running on into 

the softer second dorsal giving it a 

continuous appearance, and a fish with 

a slightly more offshore preference 

than many of its small southerly 

vagrant relatives, a fact hinted at by 

the large size of the eye.  

Colouration is a faint pinkish red on 

the upper body, perhaps becoming 

darker over the head, and more silvery 

below. The clincher however is a dark 

red spot at the base of the pectoral fin, 

which like the other fins is light pink with darker edgings. The inside of the mouth is also orangey red.  

Additional Notes: A fish that would be easy to over-look or confuse for one of the other similar slimmer 

invasive bream species. 
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WHITE BREAM Diplodus sargus 

Also known as the Sargo, this is a 

deep whitish or silvery greyish fish 

with quite a sizeable dark blotch on 

the top of the tail stalk and five 

narrow dark stripes running down 

from the upper back onto the flank 

separated by lighter coloured stripes 

which may or may not be visible.  

Additional Notes: A straight forward 

fish to identify. In the main a mollusc 

feeder which it crunches open with powerful jaws and teeth which reflects my own experience of catching 

them using small ‘clams’ still in their shells in deep water off Gibraltar. The IGFA all tackle record is just 

over four pounds with Britain's best not that far behind at two pounds twelve ounces. 

 

SADDLED BREAM Oblada Melanura 

Not quite as deep in body profile as 

most of the more regularly caught 

bream species, but one that still has the 

laterally compressed body, continuous 

merged spiny first dorsal and softer 

second dorsal combination common to 

the rest of the family.  

A readily identifiable fish on account of 

it having a base colour of silvery grey 

with a single large black blotch 

surrounded in white where the body 

narrows just in front of the tail. 

Additional Notes: Millions of these things swarm around harbours and coastal rock marks throughout 

continental Europe, so no surprise that an odd one should end up here.  

A very small but equally very common little fish around much of southern Europe.  

 

RAYS BREAM Brama brama 

Despite the name, Rays Bream are not members of the family sparidae to which all the regular sea breams 

belong. But superficially, in terms of appearance, it is not unlike them by virtue of having an oval laterally 

compressed body shape. In this case however, it's much more like a rugby ball with a tail. A noticeably 

deeply forked tail in fact.  

The pectoral fin is also very long. But it's the steep rounded facial profile which immediately stands out, and 

the fact that while there is still just a single dorsal fin, it doesn't start off with a sharp spiny section followed 

by a softer second section. This one starts very tall before plunging quickly in height and feels the same 

throughout. The anal fin, though not quite as long, is visually very similar.  

Additional Notes: Once a regular customer both on the hook and washed up comatose on the beach all 

along the eastern borders region of Scotland and England. Having tracked up well offshore long the west 

coast of Ireland then around the top of Scotland into the North Sea, the onset of cooler temperatures later in 
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the year would for some reason send 

them scurrying inshore anywhere and 

everywhere from the Aberdeen well 

down into Yorkshire, an annual 

happening which for some reason 

either doesn’t seem to take place or 

get reported these days.  

Rays Bream are occasionally now 

found shoaling over very deep water 

from mid-level to the surface well 

offshore in southern and western Irish 

waters where six to seven pounds 

probably represents its ceiling weight.  

 

 

 

 

BALLAN WRASSE Labrus bergylta  

All the wrasse species so far taken 

on rod and line around the British 

Isles have a long spiny first dorsal 

fin which merges into a shorter 

softer spined second dorsal fin 

giving the impression of one 

continuous run. Similarly, all are, in 

relative proportions, heavily built 

fish with quite large powerful tails, 

prominent lips, and short canine like 

teeth.  

As Ballan Wrasse have the potential 

to hit double figure weights while all 

the similar looking smaller species 

are measured usually in ounces, an 

identification cut off figure in the 

region of half a pound is probably about right here. Everything bigger than around half a pound, and 

certainly a pound, irrespective of colour or markings, unless of course it's a Cuckoo Wrasse, is likely to be a 

Ballan, whereas for anything under half a pound, if in doubt, it's worth checking it out a little more closely.  

Only the Corkwing, Rock Cook, Baillon's and Scale Rayed varieties are likely to pose any similarity 

problems to Ballan Wrasse, and even they can be readily separated in most instances, so it's worth cross 

checking with the accounts and photographs here for these. 

Ballan Wrasse are highly variable in both colouration and patterning, depending on location. Key points to 

check-out are the pre-operculum, which is the first flap of the gill cover beyond the eye. If this has a serrated 

edge it is NOT a Ballan Wrasse, as Rock Cook, Corkwing and Baillon's all have a serrated pre-operculum.  

Detecting a none serrated pre-operculum should be sufficient to identify a wrasse as a Ballan. That said, the 

other similar species also have their own additional specific identifying features, which for cross checking 
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purposes are worth bearing in mind. 

Corkwing Wrasse - single dark spot below the lateral line in front of the tail. 

Rock Cook Wrasse -  dark crescent shaped band on the tail fin which will also be lighter in colour at both its 

edge and its base. 

Baillon's Wrasse – has obvious red tinged fins 

Scale Rayed Wrasse -  scales extending onto its fin membranes. 

Additional Notes: While Ballan Wrasse have not been caught by anglers weighing into double figures yet, 

in the future that is a very distinct possibility. 

 

CUCKOO WRASSE Labrus mixtus 

An un-mistakable wrasse family 

member with its sharp spined first 

dorsal fin merging in to a shorter softer 

second dorsal, giving the impression of 

one long continuous run, 

proportionately large powerful tail, 

prominent lips, and short canine like 

teeth.  

There are occasions still when anglers 

mistake male and female Cuckoo 

Wrasse as being two different species.  

Understandable I suppose in some 

ways, as they do show extreme sexual dimorphism, which is the scientific way of saying they are very 

obviously visually different based on sex.  

Male Cuckoo Wrasse have blue heads and blue patches on the sides of their body which can appear like 

stripes. Blue edges can also be found on the fins, the remainder of the colouration being a striking orangey 

yellow, with perhaps some white on the top of the head if an individual is in breeding condition.  

In contrast, the females are a plain deep orange to red with three prominent dark blotches on the upper back 

between the end of the dorsal fin and the tail. As with the males, expect these colours to be especially vivid 

around breeding time.  

Additional Notes: More offshore in its habits than the other wrasse species, though it still can be caught 

from deep water rock marks. Also, a willing taker of small fish and squid baits which the others are less keen 

on. Exceptionally grows to between two and three pounds in weight. 

 

CORKWING WRASSE Crenilabrus melops 

An un-mistakable small wrasse family member with its sharp spined first dorsal fin merging in to a shorter 

softer second dorsal, giving the impression of one long continuous run, proportionately large powerful tail, 

prominent lips, and short canine like teeth.  
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In many respects, Corkwing Wrasse 

look like small Ballan Wrasse, except 

that the edge of the pre-operculum or 

first gill cover has a serrated edge 

which is not the case for Ballan Wrasse. 

The clincher however is a single dark 

spot below the lateral line just in front 

of the tail. Grows to weights well under 

a pound. 

Additional Notes: Probably the most 

none Ballan-like wrasse, while at the 

same time, also the easiest to spot. 

 

GOLDSINNY WRASSE Ctenolabrus rupestris 

An un-mistakable small wrasse 

family member measured in ounces at 

best, with a sharp spined first dorsal 

fin merging in to a shorter softer 

second dorsal, giving the impression 

of one long continuous run, 

proportionately large powerful tail, 

prominent lips, and short canine like 

teeth.  

Colouration is reddish brown to 

bright orange, with a dark spot at the 

start of its dorsal fin, and a second at 

the top of the body immediately in 

front of the tail.  

Additional Notes: Is caught from the shore and also from the boats where maybe it would be seen with 

greater frequency if more tiny baits were dropped onto heavy ground.  

 

ROCK COOK WRASSE Centrolobrus exoletus  

Also known as the Small Mouthed 

Wrasse, this is an un-mistakable small 

wrasse family member with its sharp 

spined first dorsal fin merging in to a 

shorter softer second dorsal, giving the 

impression of one long continuous run, 

prominent lips, and short canine teeth.  

A fish very similar to the Ballan and 

Corkwing Wrasse. Taking the 

Corkwing out of the equation is readily 

done by checking for the absence of a 

dark spot just in front of the tail. A 

serrated pre-operculum or first gill 
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cover then rules out the Ballan Wrasse. 

The main feature specific to the Rock Cook is a broad dusky crescent shaped mark across the tail along with 

a lighter band at both the base and outer edge of the tail fin. Rock Cook also have five very strong spines at 

the start of their anal fin.  

Additional Notes: Another small Ballan ‘impersonator’. A beautiful little fish with quite a small mouth, so 

definitely one for the LRF lads. A fish measured in ounces, and always under half a pound in weight. 

 

SCALE RAYED WRASSE Acantholabrus palloni 

An un-mistakable small wrasse family 

member with its sharp spined first 

dorsal fin merging in to a shorter softer 

second dorsal, giving the impression of 

one continuous run, proportionately 

large powerful tail, prominent lips, and 

short canine like teeth. Also, a little 

more elongate than its other family 

members.  

A very straight forward fish to pick out 

on account of having large scales 

extending onto the fins, particularly the 

short soft posterior section of the dorsal 

fin, anal fin and the tail, hence the 

name.  

Colouration is some shade of deep greyish green to brown with a dark blotch on the upper edge of the body 

just in front of the start of the tail, plus a second at the junction of the soft and spiny rays of the dorsal fin.  

Additional Notes: One to keep an eye for as sea temperatures pick up, particularly over offshore reefs. 

Typically has weights of up to a pound. 

 

BAILLON'S WRASSE Crenilabrus bailloni 

An un-mistakable small wrasse family 

member with its sharp spined first 

dorsal fin merging in to a shorter softer 

second dorsal, giving the impression of 

one long continuous run, 

proportionately large powerful tail, 

prominent lips, and short canine like 

teeth, though perhaps not the easiest to 

separate from other small close family 

members. 

Unlike Ballan Wrasse, Baillon's 

Wrasse has a serrated pre-operculum 

or first gill cover. This however is also 

present in the Corkwing which has a distinguishing spot in front of the tail, and the Rock Cook with its 

distinctive lighter and darker tail markings.  
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Besides lacking these markings, Baillon's Wrasse has a very obvious red tinge to its fins which none of the 

other wrasse species share. 

Additional Notes: Quite a recent inclusion to the British record list, but one shown through scientific 

surveys to be far less rare than previously thought. Typical maximum size is around half a pound in weight. 

 

TUB GURNARD Trigla lucerna 

A fish with a blunt facial profile, 

armoured bony plates, and spines on 

and around the head, with the first 

three rays of each pectoral fin free of 

any connecting membrane resembling 

fingers, both in terms of appearance, 

and of usage.  

Confusingly, three of Britain's four 

recorded gurnard species are coloured 

red. But unlike the true Red Gurnard 

and the rarer Streaked Gurnard, the 

Tub is a much richer and deeper shade 

bordering almost on reddish brown. 

The contrast is clear to see in the 

photograph with the Tub at the top and 

the true Red below it 

Fortunately, it also has a very prominent blue edging to its large pectoral fins, which occasionally, though 

rarely, may have an additional centrally placed ocellus or eye spot showing as a blotch with black and blue 

patterning on it. 

Another key feature, and one important in identifying all four home waters gurnard species is the lateral 

line........ 

Tub Gurnard – flat and smooth to the touch when rubbed in either direction. 

Red Gurnard - has short soft lateral extensions. 

Grey Gurnard - a series of sharply pointed back facing scutes with a rough prickly feel when brushed against 

the grain from tail to head. 

Streaked Gurnard - has skin ridges running out along the flanks at right angles through the lateral line. 

Additional Notes: I don’t know what it is about Gurnards, but it’s rare to hear a bad word said about them, 

thankfully leading to the vast majority going back. The Tub is the largest growing of the four British waters 

gurnard species, with weights occasionally going in to low double figures. 

 

RED GURNARD Aspitrigla cuculus 

Superficially similar to the other gurnard species in terms of blunt sharp bony head and three free pectoral fin 

rays, but unfortunately, a fish with a name that is bound to create confusion on account of two other British 

waters gurnard species also being coloured red, and even the Grey Gurnard sometimes having a reddish tinge 

depending on where it lives and what it's been feeding on.  

In this particular case however, red really does mean red. The colouration here is a very bright clean red. 
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Again, not that this makes a whole lot of 

difference when you can check the pectoral 

fins for the presence of a blue edging to see 

if it's a Tub, plus the lateral line which 

differs noticeably in all four British gurnard 

species. 

Red Gurnard - has short soft lateral 

extensions. 

Tub Gurnard – flat and smooth to the touch 

when rubbed in either direction. 

Grey Gurnard - a series of sharply pointed back facing scutes with a rough prickly feel when brushed against 

the grain from tail to head. 

Streaked Gurnard - has skin ridges running out along the flanks at right angles through the lateral line. 

In addition to this, the pectoral fin of the Red Gurnard only just reaches as far back as the vent.  

Additional Notes: A much smaller fish than the Tub Gurnard with which it is often confused to the point of 

numerous dismissed record claims. Has the potential to weigh in at between three and four pounds. 

 

GREY GURNARD Eutrigla gurnardus 

A text book Grey Gurnard, while having the 

same blunt facial profile as the other 

gurnard species, is a beautiful metallic grey, 

often with a liberal scattering of small white 

speckles. But, and not infrequently the case 

either, if an individual has been feeding 

heavily on small crustaceans, particularly 

shrimps, the basic grey colouration can 

begin to look decidedly red tinged. So, don't 

take colour as an absolute guide.  

Another key important factor in identifying 

all four home waters gurnard species is the lateral line........ 

Grey Gurnard - a series of sharply pointed back facing scutes with a rough prickly feel when brushed against 

the grain from tail to head. 

Tub Gurnard – flat and smooth to the touch when rubbed in either direction. 

Red Gurnard - has short soft lateral extensions. 

Streaked Gurnard - has skin ridges running out along the flanks at right angles through the lateral line. 

A prominent dark blotch on the membranes of the first dorsal fin will also help put the issue beyond doubt, as 

will the length of the pectoral fins which just reach the vent. 

Additional Notes: A small fish which at best will struggle to hit three pounds. 
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STREAKED GURNARD Trigloporus lastoviza 

As with all gurnards, a fish with a tall blunt 

facial profile, though in this case noticeably 

more so than the others, and another red 

coloured species, which because it isn't a 

particularly large growing fish, maxing out 

at around a couple of pounds, could lead to 

it either not getting noticed, or being mis-

identified, which may help explain why so 

few are reported on rod and line.  

A key feature, and one important in 

identifying all four home waters gurnard 

species is the lateral line........ 

Streaked Gurnard - has skin ridges running 

out along the flanks at right angles through 

the lateral line. 

Tub Gurnard – flat and smooth to the touch when rubbed in either direction. 

Red Gurnard - has short soft lateral extensions. 

Grey Gurnard - a series of sharply pointed back facing scutes with a rough prickly feel when brushed against 

the grain from tail to head. 

Base colouration is red, sometimes with darker blotches and rows of blue spots around the greyish edges of 

its pectoral fins, but not a continuous blue band as in the Tub Gurnard. 

Additional Notes: It’s all thanks to the explosion of interest in species competitions that more Streaked 

Gurnard catches have come light. Previously it had been seen as a rare offshore deep water encounter, but 

now anglers know that simply isn’t the case. Just keep looking. Expect weights of around a pound or so. 

 

GARFISH Belone belone & Belone svetovidovi 

Collectively, Garfishes and Skippers 

are easy fish to identify with their long 

slender bodies and beaks. Individually 

unfortunately, the two true Garfish 

species are a nightmare to separate. 

Only the Skipper is straight forward, it 

having a series of five finlets (tiny 

fleshy extensions) between the dorsal 

fin and the tail on the top of its body, 

and seven finlets between the anal fin 

and the tail on the bottom side of its 

body, which neither of the other two 

true Garfish species have 

Both British waters recorded Garfish 

species are elongate bodied fish with 

single dorsal and anal fins set well 

back towards the tail, while at the other end, the jaws have formed into a conspicuous long pointed beak. 

Colouration is green or sometimes blue on the back, becoming lighter, then silvery on the lower flanks and 
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underside.  

Unfortunately, in more recent times, a second almost identical species has turned up known as the Short 

Beaked Garfish. Separating the pair goes as follows.... 

Garfish Belone belone - vomerine teeth, the vomer being pads on the roof of the mouth, are present in larger 

mature specimens. Teeth in the jaws are comparatively large and well-spaced.  

Short Beaked Garfish Belone svetovidovi – vomerine teeth, the vomer being pads on the roof of the mouth, 

are absent. Teeth in the jaws are competitively small and well packed. Has a more compressed body.  

Belone belone can well top three pounds in weight. Belone svetovidovi so far has not been weighed in greater 

that a pound. 

Additional Notes: Needs a pretty determined species hunter to be on the case of B. svetovidovi. 

 

SKIPPER Scomberesox saurus  

Though not a true Garfish, none the 

less, typically Garfish-like in body 

layout, but smaller with a series of five 

finlets between the dorsal fin and the 

tail on the top of its body, and seven 

finlets between the anal fin and the tail 

on the bottom side, which neither of 

the other two Garfish species have.  

NOTE: Finlets are best described as a 

row of tiny easy to miss mini fins, 

which for reference are also present in 

mackerels and tunas.  

Additional Notes: Never seen one caught myself. Used to find odd ones washed up on Irish Atlantic surf 

beaches during heavy weather including the one in the picture here.  

 

HERRING Clupea harengus  

A small moderately elongate pelagic 

shoaling fish with a short single dorsal 

fin, prominent lower jaw with an up-

pointing mouth, large easily detached 

scales, forked tail, and no ridged keel 

formed by the scales along the belly 

line which other similar family 

members have.  

Colouration is dark blue on the upper 

back lightening through to silvery 

white on the lower flanks and belly, 

occasionally with golden tints. 

Additional Notes: Once so prolific 

that thousands of fisher-folk would follow theshoals, hopping from port to port along the North Sea coast 

following the annual migration of the ‘Silver Darlings’. And now look at things. An object lesson in over 
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exploitation and greed. Grows to perhaps a pound in weight, though typically half that size.   

 

PILCHARD Sardina pilchardus  

A small moderately elongate pelagic 

shoaling fish maxing out at around a 

pound, with a short single dorsal fin, 

enlarged easily detached scales and 

forked tail. The Pilchard differs from 

the Herring, which has a prominent 

lower jaw, and from the Anchovy 

which has a prominent upper jaw, by 

having both jaws of equal length.  

Colouration is usually a deep greenish 

blue on the upper body becoming 

more silvery beneath, sometimes with 

one or more lines of dark spots along the upper flanks. When still alive, the silvery scales can appear to have 

a golden and sometimes even a rainbow glint. In addition, the gill cover has three to five bony ridges 

radiating downwards from an area just behind the eye.  

Additional Notes: As with the Herring above, Pilchard too have gone into almost terminal decline, despite 

being numerous enough to support a whole way of life along the Cornish coast as recently as the 1950’s. In 

fact, it was as a means of protecting the Pilchard netters interests that Cornish Blue Shark fishing originally 

came about. 

 

ANCHOVY Engraulis encrasicolus  

A small elongate narrow round bodied 

shoaling fish with a short single dorsal 

fin, forked tail, and large mouth 

extending well back beyond the eye, 

the upper jaw of which protrudes 

noticeably further than the lower.  

Colouration is green on the back and 

upper sides and silvery below, the two 

colours being separated by a greyish 

band.  

Additional Notes: Not really a British 

fish. Certainly not in the commercial sense, though in favoured years, sufficient Anchovy do visit the south 

west of Britain to warrant limited short term commercial attention. Always a small fish, at best weighing a 

few ounces, but a voracious fish with a mouth well large enough to take an angler baits as I have found on 

several occasions holiday fishing in the Mediterranean. 

 

TWAITE SHAD Alosa fallax 

A laterally compressed fish with a short single dorsal fin, the upper back of which is brilliant deep blue 

becoming yellowish, particularly around the head, giving way to silvery white below, usually with several 

conspicuous dark spots running along each flank starting just behind the gills. The operculum or gill cover 
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has a number of radiating ridges on it.  

Unfortunately, the flank spot markings may 

not always be present, causing the fish to 

resemble the similar Allis Shad which has 

either a single dark mark behind the gill 

cover, or in some cases, no mark at all.  

The only fool-proof method of true shad 

identification is a gill raker count on the first 

gill arch, which for the Twaite Shad will 

contain between forty and sixty gill rakers. 

However, due to the undoubted damage this would cause, and the current protected status of both shad 

species, this is no longer an option.  

Additional Notes: the most abundant of the two shad species, probably on account of the fact that they only 

need to press shorter distances upstream on those rivers where they still breed, therefore encountering fewer 

man made obstacles. Maximum size between two and three pounds in weight. 

 

ALLIS SHAD Alosa alosa 

See illustration above – bottom fish. 

A laterally compressed fish similar in many respects to the Twaite Shad above. Again, there is a short single 

dorsal fin, the upper back colouration being deep blue becoming yellowish, particularly around the head, 

giving way to silvery white below, in this case with a single large dark spot behind the gill cover, or possibly 

no markings at all as shown in the bottom fish on the photograph (see above). The fish above it is a Twaite 

Shad. 

Unfortunately, absolute identification can only be made by the destructive process of counting the gill rakers 

on the first gill arch, which for an Allis Shad will number between eighty and a hundred and thirty, whereas 

the Twaite Shad has forty to sixty. This however is no longer an option due to the protection given to both 

shad species. Maximum size between three and four pounds in weight. 

Additional Notes: A very much rarer fish than the Twaite Shad. Both species are now protected by law and 

must be returned to the water alive. 

 

BLACK GOBY Gobius niger 

Typically goby-like with big lips, large eyes 

set into the top of the head, and rounded 

pectoral fins and tail. In this particular 

species the two dorsal fins touch each other, 

joined at their base by the fin membranes.  

Colouration is a greyish brown with darker 

blotches and spots, patterned by diffuse 

darker patches over the upper flanks and 

back, with both dorsal fins having light 

lines running along their length which can 

at times be hard to pick out.  

Additional Notes: Quite a plentiful little fish, sometimes even when you’re not trying to catch them. A very 
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small fish weighing maybe a couple of ounces at most. 

 

COMMON GOBY Pomatoschistus microps 

Typically goby-like with big lips, large 

eyes set into the top of the head, and 

rounded pectoral fins and tail. In this 

particular case, there is a very obvious 

gap between the two dorsal fins with 

quite a long reach from the back of the 

second dorsal fin to the start of the 

tail.  

Colouration can vary between deep 

grey and sandy fawn, with some 

irregular dark spotting and pale 

saddles across the back. Breeding 

males can have up to ten vertical bars on their flanks extending up on to the dorsal rays as well as the dorsal 

membranes, and may well be darker than at other times of the year. There may also be a dark spot towards 

the rear of the first dorsal fin, and instead of bars, the females can have spots. Both sexes have a dark mark 

on the upper edge of the base of each pectoral fin.  

Additional Notes: In angling terms, a very small fish weighing maybe a couple of ounces at most. 

 

ROCK GOBY Gobius paganellus 

Quite a thick set round bodied 

typically goby-like fish with big lips, 

large eyes set into the top of the head, 

and rounded pectoral fins and tail.  

Its most important identification 

feature is that the upper pectoral fin 

rays have become divided and 

separate from their connecting 

membranes over much of their length.  

This fin reaches almost to the origin of 

the dorsal fin. Has five or six finger-

like protrusions from the nostrils. 

Colouration varies between reddish 

brown occasionally through to black, 

and mainly without markings on the 

body, though it can show some blotching or mottling. The top third of the dorsal fin also carries a distinctive 

lighter banding which can even be orange in breeding males. Otherwise, colouration tends to become more 

pronounced generally during the early to mid-summer breeding season. 

Additional Notes: A small fish which unless you are LFR fishing, will only crop up every once in a while. 

Typically weighs in at a couple of ounces maximum. 
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SAND GOBY Pomatoschistus minutus 

Another typically round bodied goby-

like fish with its big lips, large eyes 

on the top of the head, rounded 

pectoral fins and tail, and in this 

particular case, slightly more slender, 

elongate body profile than the 

Common Goby with which it also 

shares a long reach from the rear of 

the second dorsal fin to the start of the 

tail, though in this case, the two 

dorsal fins almost touch.  

In terms of colouration and markings, 

typically sandy brown to grey with 

five reddish flecks along each side, 

plus a conspicuous blue-black spot towards the back of the first dorsal fin. Adult males can also have four 

rather indistinct vertical bars on each flank.  

Additional Notes: Quite a common little fish in shallow coastal coves and bays. Less so unless deliberately 

targeted on rod and line. A very small fish weighing maybe a couple of ounces at most. 

 

GIANT GOBY Gobius cobitis 

As might be expected from the name, 

this is the largest goby to be found in 

British waters, with potential lengths 

approaching twelve inches. A deep 

round bodied, rather stocky looking 

fish, typically goby-like with big lips, 

moderately large well-spaced eyes on 

top of the head, plus rounded pectoral 

fins and tail.  

Other than size, the key identifying 

points to look out for include scales on 

the nape with none on the cheek, and 

pectoral rays which are well 

developed.  

Colouration varies from dark grey to greenish brown mottled with lighter shades and some small darker 

spots or flecks. The second dorsal and tail can show a banded lighter edging, particularly during the breeding 

season. 

Additional Notes: As the name implies, a giant of a fish, certainly in goby terms, a fact not reflected in 

angling catches, again unless LRF is deployed. Can achieve weights in excess of half a pound. 

 

LEOPARD SPOTTED GOBY Thorogobius ephippiatus 

To mark this species down as typically round bodied goby- like with big lips, large eyes on the top of the 

head with rounded pectoral fins and tail might offer some help to identification. But in all honesty, as soon as 

you clap eyes on one, colouration and markings will immediately set it apart, not only from the other gobies, 
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but from most other fish as well.  

A small fish maxing out at a couple of 

ounces covered in large dark spots on a 

pinkish background which can become 

silvery pink on the lower flanks and 

underparts. And as if that wasn't enough, the 

fins are edged in blue. 

Additional Notes: Another mini fish found 

to be not as scarce as originally thought 

since the advent of LRF around the 

bouldery bases of large stone breakwaters. A 

very small fish weighing maybe a couple of ounces at most. 

 

TOMPOT BLENNY Parablennius gattorugine 

The more common blenny species are 

typically small, thick set, quite elongate little 

fish with both dorsal fins merging into one 

continuous run, and a face which is blunt 

and rounded with big lips.  

In this particular case, there is a ragged 

looking tentacle above each eye, which the 

Butterfly Blenny also has. To distinguish 

between the two, the Butterfly Blenny has an 

exceptionally tall first dorsal fin with a 

single large white edged dark spot which the 

Tompot doesn't have.  

Colouration is variable according to location and time of year, but typically some shade of green, light 

brown, or fawn, and possibly a blend of all three, with six or seven deep brown vertical bars along each side. 

During the breeding season, base colouration can darken to a deeper brown.  

Additional Notes: Not the most commonly caught blenny species, but common enough, particularly from 

deep water rock marks fishing onto heavy broken ground when chasing some of the smaller species of 

Wrasse, or fishing LRF. A small fish weighing maybe a couple of ounces at the most. 

 

SHANNY Lipophrys pholis 

A small thick set quite elongate little fish 

with both its dorsal fins merging into one 

continuous run, and a face which is blunt 

and rounded with big lips. By far the most 

abundant and widespread blenny in northern 

coastal waters, and one separated from the 

Tompot and Butterfly Blenny by not having 

tentacles above the eyes.  

Colouration is variable according to 

location. Normally it will be some shade of 

brown with green and yellowish patches or 
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spots, and five or six darker vertical bars. Males in breeding livery will be darker still with conspicuous 

lighter coloured lips. In angling terms, a very small fish weighing maybe a couple of ounces at most. 

Additional Notes: A regular culprit on small hooks and baits over heavy ground from permanent water rock 

marks. Quite a vicious little fish too which can give a nasty nip given half a chance. 

 

BUTTERFLY BLENNY Blennius ocellaris  

A small thick set quite elongate little 

fish with both its dorsal fins merging 

into one continuous run, and a face 

which is blunt and rounded with big 

lips. Also, a visually striking fish 

which will immediately stand out as 

something out of the ordinary due to 

the height of the first section of its 

dorsal fin which is marked just beyond 

the mid-point by an extremely obvious 

dark blotch edged in white.  

As with the Tompot Blenny, there are 

short ragged tentacles above each eye. 

General body colouration varies 

between brown and grey with several 

darker vertical bars on the upper sides 

extending on to the dorsal fin. In 

angling terms, a very small fish 

weighing maybe a couple of ounces at most. 

Additional Notes: On the plus side, an absolutely amazing looking small fish. But on the minus side, not 

one caught regularly enough, possibly due to its deep water preference which doesn’t help shore based LRF 

fishing, hence the need to borrow a photograph from the Google free archive  

 

BLACK FACED BLENNY Tripterygion delaisi 

A blenny by name, but like the 

Yarrell's and Viviparous Blennies up 

next, not a true blenny, as it belongs to 

the family tripterygiidae, the threefin 

blennies, which gives a clue to 

identification, as all the other blennies 

have either one dorsal fin, or two that 

have fused into one. However, in light 

of what else is to come, not exactly a 

point that will either help nor hinder 

identification. 

Black Faced Blennies present 

themselves in two distinct colour 

forms, both of which have a black 

face. The females and non-territorial 

males are grey with five broad dark 
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vertical bars, the last of which forms a spot onto the tail.  

Territorial males on the other hand have bright yellow bodies which helps make their black head appear even 

more prominent. Both versions have blue edged fins and a bright red fluorescent iris to the eye. In angling 

terms, a very small fish weighing maybe a couple of ounces at most. 

Additional Notes: A rare and highly unusual fish as far north as the British Isles which has been found in the 

Fleet Lagoon at the back of Chesil Beach. Rarely exceeds a couple of inches in length. 

 

YARRELL'S BLENNY Chirolophis ascanii 

Though it carries the name blenny, this fish 

is quite a distant relative of the true 

blennies. That said, you could be forgiven 

for thinking otherwise on the basis of its 

blunt face, continuous dorsal fin and ragged 

appendages above the eyes, with further 

smaller tentacles in front of them, though 

the body itself is both narrower and more 

elongate than the true blennies discussed 

earlier. The tips of the first few rays of its 

long continuous spiny dorsal fin are also 

fringed.  

Colouration varies between greenish yellow and reddish brown with darker transverse bars. A fish with a 

dark ring surrounding the eye, an offshoot from which also reaches to the corner of the mouth.  

Additional Notes: A coastal but not shore loving fish found over mixed and rocky substrates where it feeds 

on small invertebrates. Also, a fish which seems to live in isolated pockets in the western approaches to the 

English Channel, the northern Irish Sea, and along the mid North Sea coast where this picture was taken. So 

not exactly an anglers fish, but one with the potential to reach a length of twelve inches 

 

VIVIPAROUS BLENNY Zoarces viviparus 

The Viviparous Blenny, or Eelpout, which is 

probably a more suitable name as this helps 

separate it from the true blennies to which it 

is only distantly related, should be a 

reasonably straight forward fish to pin the 

correct name to due in the main to the 

arrangement of its fins.  

Its elongate body has one long continuous 

dorsal fin and not quite as long of an anal 

fin which meet at the point where there 

should be a tail.  

But there is no tail, giving the impression of 

a continuous wrap around the fishes long narrow body. And just before the point where the missing tail 

should be, the dorsal fin has a shallow but noticeable depression in it reminiscent of a portion having been 

nipped out.  

Colouration varies with habitat, but is usually yellowish to greyish brown with rows of dark blotches along 
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the dorsal fin and upper flanks. The pectoral fins are edged in yellow.  

Unusually, this is also a fish which, as its scientific name viviparus suggests, gives birth to live young. 

Potentially can hit weights in excess of half a pound. 

Additional Notes: Reputedly a very common fish over on the eastern side of the North Sea, whereas 

elsewhere, despite its size and diet of crustaceans, molluscs and small fish, anglers don't often see it, 

suggesting much lower population numbers here on our side. Grows to around twenty inches. 

 

CATFISH Anarhichas lupus  

I've listed the Catfish or Wolf Fish as 

it is also known immediately 

following on from the blennies, 

because in terms of blunt facial profile 

and body layout, it superficially both 

resembles and is distantly related to 

them. An elongate fish with a single 

long dorsal fin and shorter anal fin, 

both of which terminate in front of 

quite a small rounded tail. The 

pectoral fins are large, deep, and also 

rounded.  

A very dark blue-grey fish over its 

entire body with even darker vertical bars along the flanks running up onto the dorsal fin, and some of the 

most serious looking dentistry you are ever likely to come across, even including in sharks. Elsewhere in the 

world, a fish capable to topping fifty pounds, though only making the mid twenties in British waters. 

Additional Notes: Never common, but once reasonably regularly caught from both the boat and the shore 

over mixed to heavy ground along the North Sea coast from Stonehaven down to Whitby, yet we rarely if 

ever hear of them these days, a fact I suspect that isn’t entirely down to lack of news reporting. 

 

CONGER EEL Conger conger  

Obviously, a very long bodied fish. 

But so too is the so called fresh-water 

Silver Eel which could be confused 

with a small inshore Conger.  

Both have one long single wrap around 

fin which trebles up as dorsal fin, anal 

fin, and tail. Fortunately, what both 

species don't have are identical 

mouths, eyes, and dorsal fin starting 

positions.  

If it's a Conger, the eye will be large, 

the upper jaw longer than the lower, 

and the dorsal fin on the back of the 

fish will start pretty much level with 

the tip of the pectoral fin, whereas in the Silver Eel the complete opposite is the case. The eye is small, the 

lower jaw protrudes beyond the lower, and the dorsal starts way back behind where the pectoral fin ends.  
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Colouration generally in Conger is quite variable and dependent upon a range of factors including water 

depth and favoured ground, but is usually some shade of brownish grey through to almost black on the back 

and upper sides, becoming much lighter beneath, and with quite an abrupt transition between the two.  

Additional Notes: Britain holds the world all tackle record at 133 pounds 4 ounces. 

 

SILVER EEL 

What has been said in terms of 

identification features for the Conger 

Eels is reversed in the Silver Eel, 

many of which were regularly caught 

along beaches, in harbours and in 

estuaries before their unfortunate 

decline.  

Conger Eels have a large eye, an 

upper jaw that is longer than the 

lower, and a dorsal fin which starts 

pretty much level with the tip of the 

pectoral fin. In the Silver Eel, the eye 

is small, the lower jaw protrudes 

beyond the upper, and the dorsal fin 

starts way back behind where the 

pectoral fin ends.  

 

Additional Notes:  The decline in 

fresh-water Eel numbers over recent years has become so severe that protection measures have had to be 

introduced, including the need to return all Eels unharmed to the spot where they were taken.    

 

ANGLER FISH Lophius piscatorius 

Not a fish anyone is ever likely to 

mistake for anything other than what 

it is. A dorso-ventrally compressed 

pear shaped predator with rounded, 

almost pad-like pectoral fins behind 

which are small inconspicuous gill 

openings.  

The first dorsal fin has three rays with 

short connecting membranes, though 

there are other free rays ahead of the 

eyes, the most forward of which just 

above the upper jaw carries the 

notorious lure used to entice small 

unsuspecting fish within grabbing 

range. A second dorsal fin is also 

situated close to the tail.  

A fish with an extraordinarily large mouth containing sharp back facing teeth which are hinged inwards to 

facilitate easy access for prey, while at the same time offering little in the way of escape potential should a 

victim try to struggle free.  
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Colouration and patterning are highly variable depending on terrain, but usually comprise of a camouflage 

pattern of browns and greens with spots.  

One important question as yet to be answered is which Angler Fish species holds the various rod caught 

records, for it has been known by the fishery science community for quite some time now that two similar 

species exist around the British Isles, these being Lophius piscatorius and Lophius budegassa.  

All current records are assigned to L. piscatorius. Separating the two goes as follows 

• L. piscatorius has a tentacle on the upper margin of the eye, while L. budegassa has none. 

• L. piscatorius has a club shaped nostril, while that of L. budegassa is flat at the tip. 

• L. piscatorius has a broad fringed lure with a central free stalk, while that of L. budegassa is bilobed 

and without central stalk. 

• The edge of the pelvic fins of L. piscatorius are dark edged or dusky on the upper surface, while 

those of L. budegassa are clear white, possibly tinged with grey or brown in large specimens. 

• The second dorsal fin of L. piscatorius has 11 to 12 rays, while that of  L. budegassa has 8 to 9 rays. 

• L. piscatorius has 29 or 30 vertebrae while L. budegassa has 25 or 26. 

• L. piscatorius has a light coloured peritoneum, whereas that of  L. budegassa is dark 

 

Additional Notes: The peritoneum is the thin membrane lining the inside of the body cavity, and is therefore 

only available for investigation in dead specimens. Rod and line specimens (presumed to be L. piscatorius) 

have well topped ninety pounds in weight. Lophius budegassa is thought to be a much smaller species. 

 

OPAH Lampris guttatus 

With relatives like the incredible 

looking Deal Fish and Ribbon Fish, it 

would not be unreasonable to expect 

something visually spectacular from 

the Opah too, and in that regard it 

certainly doesn't disappoint.  

A laterally compressed, deep bodied, 

almost circular fish, the upper back of 

which is a deep blue shading to green, 

with glints of purple, silver, lilac and 

gold giving way to a pale watery 

pinkish red below. Its sickle shaped 

dorsal, pelvic and pectoral fins are a 

deep purplish red, and its entire body 

is covered by large oval opaque 

silvery-white spots.  

Additional Notes: An open oceanic fish which lives out its life in the middle to upper layers. No surprise 

then that the few caught so far have come from the western approaches to the English Channel having picked 

up float fished shark baits. Amazingly, none yet from Ireland. A fish well capable of weights well in excess 

of one hundred pounds. 
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SUNFISH Mola mola  

Nobody is ever going to mistake a 

mature Sunfish for anything other than 

what it actually is. A huge head with a 

small beak like mouth and a long steep 

narrow fin top and bottom towards the 

back-end close to what purports to be a 

tail, all of which in truth looks more 

like the left-overs from a shark attack 

on some poor unfortunate more 

conventionally proportioned fish.  

With a possible length of ten feet and 

weight of one and a half tons, 

potentially a real giant of a fish.  

 

Additional Notes: The Irish record fish committee refuse to accept record claims, as the Sunfish feeds on 

items other than those used as bait by anglers, so in their opinion it cannot be caught on rod and line. 

However, British, Welsh and Scottish fish recorders take a different view, so make your own mind up. 

 

TRIGGER FISH Balistes capriscus  

The name Trigger Fish comes from the 

front spine of the first dorsal fin which 

some people say is shaped like the 

trigger of a gun. When this is held in 

the upright position, it can only be 

dropped by releasing or unlocking a 

short 'trigger' spine to the rear of it 

which is another potential explanation 

for the name, and by locking this sharp 

spine in position, Trigger Fish hope to 

dissuade larger predators from eating 

them.  

A fish with an almost diamond shaped 

laterally compressed body profile 

similar to that of a bream covered in a 

mosaic of heavy scales. The large head 

has its small eyes set well back, and 

terminates in a comparatively small mouth with large guillotine like teeth top and bottom.  

The gills are another very noticeable feature in that Trigger Fish don't have a conventional lift up gill cover. 

Here it has been reduced down to a small slit just in front of each pectoral fin. The pelvic fins are absent, and 

the outer-most rays of the tail fin form elongate filaments.  

Colouration can be quite variable, though is usually some shade of greyish or greenish brown with blue 

bands and spots on the dorsal and anal fins. Weights in excess of six pounds have been recorded. 

Additional Notes: Another of those species which first started to be caught with any regularity within my 

angling life time. Initially it was along the south coast, then later, stragglers started expanding their range 
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into Wales. I even witnessed them being removed from the intake debris screen at Heysham power station in 

Lancashire. Yet none have ever been caught in the north-west on rod and line. 

 

PUFFER FISH Lagocephalus lagocephalus 

Visually, the Puffer Fish should be 

an interest raising catch with its 

rather flattish dorsal profile and 

deeply rounded abdomen which is 

covered with distinct spines up to a 

line from the anal fin to the chin, 

unlike the upper part of the body 

which is spine free and feels smooth.  

When alarmed, as the name 

suggests, it will inflate its body to 

some degree (though not as much 

here as with some tropical varieties) 

causing the spines to stand off erect.  

Both the anal and dorsal fins are short and placed well back towards the tail. The mouth has two teeth in each 

jaw giving the impression almost of a beak. Feeding is mainly directed towards small fish, crustaceans and 

squids. Colouration is deep greyish blue over the upper surface, giving way suddenly to a distinctive white 

below.  

Additional Notes: Puffer Fish are said to be one of the most poisonous vertebrates on the planet. I assume 

this only applies to the eating, because on a number of occasions I've been both spiked and nipped by various 

Puffer Fish species around the world while trying to get my hooks back, thinking they were harmless to 

handle, and so far thank goodness, I've suffered no ill effects. Specimens approaching seven pounds have 

been taken in British waters. 

 

LUMPSUCKER Cyclopterus lumpus 

Another of those species which nobody is 

really likely to confuse with anything else. 

A fish with an almost pre-historic look. The 

body shape is not unlike that of a mis-

shaped, scale-less, over inflated rugby-ball 

armoured with bony plates, the largest 

being arranged into four distinct rows on 

each side of the body, one of which is sited 

on top of the hump in front of the dorsal fin 

in mature fish.  

On the underside between the pectoral fins, the pelvic fins have fused together to form that famous and 

highly efficient sucker disc from which the species takes its name.  

Colouration is usually a dull deep greyish green with paler lower regions when offshore. However, during 

the breeding season, which is when most Lumpsuckers will be seen by anglers, the males become more blue 

on their back and upper flanks, shading to orange-red on their lower flanks and underparts.  

Additional Notes: A fish I’m certain is hooked many more times than it’s landed due to the suction it can 

exert keeping itself attached to a big boulder or whatever, despite the pull on the line. Some have even been 
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hauled up to boats with quite sizeable boulders still attached.  

A fish sometimes spotted on nest guarding duties in rocky harbours, or even stranded at low water well down 

the shore on the bigger tides. Specimens in excess of twenty pounds have been taken in British waters. 

 

JOHN DORY Zeus faber  

A bizarre looking and therefore very 

easily identified fish with a deep oval 

laterally compressed body, exaggerated 

‘punk-like’ fins, and a single large dark 

spot circled in yellow on each side of 

the body just below the lateral line and 

to the rear of the pectoral fin. This 

supposedly is the apostles thumb print, 

hence the occasionally used alternative 

name of St. Peters fish.  

The head is large, as is the mouth 

which is protrusible. The first spiny 

section of the dorsal fin is tall with 

exaggerated long filaments stretching 

from the connecting membranes. Down 

on the underside, the anal fin starts off 

with four very sharp spines, and along the sides at the base of both the anal and the dorsal fins runs a series 

of short double spines.  

The thumb print spot, which I've already mentioned, is placed onto a background colour of dirty brownish 

yellow which becomes lighter towards the lower part of the body. This may or may not be lightly patterned 

with yellowish lines, which if they are present, will follow the outline shape of the body.  

Additional Notes: A fish much more common than angling catches suggest, due to the way it slowly stalks 

live prey. Lures and small live-baits are pretty much essential, and even then dropped on or slowly moving 

past the Dory’s nose if they are to stand any chance. Capable of reaching weights into double figures. 

 

BOAR FISH Capros aper  

Also known as the Zulu, this is a small, 

laterally flattened deep water fish with 

a protrusible mouth, sometimes 

compared in terms of body profile to 

the John Dory, though visually the 

colouration and markings could not be 

more different. You certainly wouldn't 

ever confuse the pair. 

The first dorsal fin is both tall and 

spiny, joining directly to a second soft 

dorsal fin. Similarly, on the underside, 

the anal fin starts off with a few short 

sharp spines, then a softer section. 

There is also a single strong sharp 
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spine at the front of each pelvic fin, in addition to which the eye is noticeably very large denoting a deep-

water life style.  

Colouration to some extent depends on water depth, being yellowish at the shallower locations around the 

fifty fathom contour, next becoming yellowish red, then completely red with several faint darker or 

sometimes lighter vertical bars on the flanks as the depth increases to around one hundred fathoms or more, 

usually over mixed ground and coral with even deeper water close by.  

Additional Notes: A very common small shoaling fish out in deep water, which of itself is a reason why 

anglers are unlikely to see them. The shape of the mouth and favoured food items is another reason. Yet 

despite this, it has happened, which never ceases to amaze. A small fish struggling to reach more than a few 

ounces in weight. 

 

NORWAY HADDOCK Sebastes viviparus  

A Perch-like fish in general shape and 

body layout, with large eyes, and for its 

size, quite a large mouth. Colouration 

and patterning is red with some darker 

patches, again sometimes forming 

perch-like vertical bars on the upper 

back.  

A row of very noticeable backwards 

pointing spines mark the edge of the 

pre-operculum or first gill cover, and 

unusual amongst bony fishes, as its 

scientific name viviparus suggests, a 

fish which gives birth to live young. 

Can potentially make a couple of 

pounds in weight, though specimens 

from British waters are usually considerable smaller. 

Additional Notes:  A mis-leading and somewhat unfortunately named fish, the Norway Haddock neither 

looks like, nor is it related to the true Haddock, which is a member of the Cod family. Norway Haddock, 

along with Bluemouth, belong to a family known as the Scorpion Fishes, which again is unfortunate as this is 

not the same family as the Sea Scorpions.   

 

BLUEMOUTH Helicolenus dactylopterus  

A red, spiny, large eyed, big headed fish. 

The main point of difference between it and 

the Norway Haddock is that as the name 

suggests, the interior of its mouth is blue.  

There are other easily checked out features, 

one being that the connecting membranes 

of several of the lower pectoral fin rays do 

not extend to the end of the rays, giving the 

fin a sort of 'gurnard-like' quality.  

Colouration and markings, which are a light 

shade of red with more obvious darker 
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banding can also help set these two fish apart, though unless you have both species to hand for comparison, 

this might not always be immediately obvious.  

Additional Notes: Bluemouth are both related to and in many ways also visually similar to the Norway 

Haddock above, but, with a preference for very much deeper water, where if you find them, they can be 

about in plague proportions.  

Scottish specimens have been weighed in at over three pounds. Quite a common fish too offshore around 

Dingle in south-west Ireland which is where this photograph used here by Sean Palmer was taken. 

 

GREATER WEEVER Trachinus draco 

A long, narrow, somewhat laterally 

compressed fish, which unlike its smaller 

relative the Lesser Weever, has a smaller 

mouth and its eyes set into the sides of its 

quite small head.  

An incredibly beautiful fish when plucked 

straight from the sea, with grey, yellow, and 

even purple narrow angled lines on its back 

and flanks, plus of course that venomous 

short black first dorsal fin, the spines of 

which, like those on the gill covers, can pack quite a nasty punch.  

The key physical differences between the two weever species are the greater body length and side 

positioning of the eyes, plus the black pigmentation of the first dorsal fin not reaching to the back of the 

membranes in the Greater Weever. In the Lesser Weever, the pectoral fins are rounded at their tips, whereas 

those of the Greater have a concave notch missing from their upper edge.  

Additional Notes: Where they are abundant, such as in Cardigan Bay, any small bait or lure touching the 

bottom is under threat. Said to be good to eat, but I didn’t find them so. Grows to around two pounds. 

 

LESSER WEEVER Echiichthys vipera 

A small, short, but still semi-elongate 

bodied fish with a large up-pointing mouth 

and quite large eyes situated almost on top 

of the head, typical of an ambush predator 

that likes to almost totally conceal itself in 

the soft substrate and attack from below.  

Colouration probably is the key to instant 

recognition. When alarmed or threatened, 

it’s totally black first dorsal will repeatedly 

shoot up erect. Otherwise, the back and 

upper sides of the body have a very fine 

mottled patterning of yellow, black and 

brown, while the lower body is quite a striking white. The edge of the tail also has a dark banding.  

The Lesser Weever differs from its bigger relative by its eyes being set higher up on the top of the head, an 

entirely black first dorsal fin, and by having completely rounded pectoral fins.  
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Additional Notes: A very easy fish to grab by mistake as a small Whiting which is not a good idea, so learn 

what to look for and remember it. A fish measured in ounces, but packing a punch way beyond its size. 

 

SHORT SPINED SEA SCORPION Myoxocephalus scorpius  

There are two Sea Scorpion species found 

around the British Isles, both with large 

heads and mouths, often made to look even 

bigger when agitated as they flare out their 

gill covers.  

Colouration and patterning depends on a 

range of factors including terrain, sex, and 

breeding condition, but will be some mix of 

greens, browns, yellows, creams, and even 

purples, arranged into patches, saddles, 

spots, and at times broad vertical bars. Ripe 

females will also be orange along their 

underparts.  

To clinch a positive ID, the Short Spined Sea Scorpion has a flap under its throat formed by the joining 

together of the gill cover membranes, whereas the same membranes in the Long Spined variety are joined to 

the throat leaving a slight gap, and therefore fail to create a flap. 

Size is the other factor, with Short Spined Sea Scorpions having the potential to weigh in excess of two 

pounds, whereas the Long Spined variety is usually a few ounces or so. 

Additional Notes: As with the Dragonet, another unfortunate fearsome sounding name given to two 

harmless inshore species, the Long and the Short Spined Sea Scorpions. 

 

LONG SPINED SEA SCORPION Taurulus bubalis  

At a glance, a very much smaller, but quite 

similarly coloured and patterned fish to its 

near relative the Short Spined Sea Scorpion 

above, the main distinguishing feature 

being the gill cover membranes under the 

throat, which in this case are joined to the 

throat leaving a slight gap between them as 

opposed to those of the Short Spined Sea 

Scorpion which do actually meet forming a 

continuous flap.  

Additional Notes: A small harmless fish, 

which despite having quite prominent 

spikes on its gill covers, poses absolutely no threat to anyone and should therefore be disgorged with care 

and returned to the water. Grows to no more than a few ounces. 

 

BLACKFISH Centrolophus niger 

In terms of body profile, this is quite an elongate fish with a blunt rounded face.  
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The dorsal fin, which begins further 

back than the origin of the pectoral fin 

below it, starts off low in height, 

building quickly, then looses height 

again more gradually in its single quite 

long run towards the back of the fish.  

The anal fin follows a similar pattern 

but is shorter, starting further back, 

and ending at the same point as the 

dorsal fin above it.  

Colouration can vary from russet 

through to deep brown, and even a 

dull bluish black on the upper flanks, 

back, and fins, becoming more silvery 

beneath.  

Additional Notes: An exceedingly rare oceanic wanderer, the best of which from British waters tipped the 

scales to just short of six pounds. 

 

CORNISH BLACKFISH Schedophilus medusophagus 

Visually, it is almost identical fish to 

the Blackfish Cenrolophus niger 

detailed above, though with a narrower 

body profile, and most important of all, 

the dorsal fin starts a lot further 

forward, pretty much in line with the 

outer edge of the gill cover and the 

base of the pectoral fin, whereas that of 

C. niger starts at a point half way back 

along the pectoral fin. Though still 

very dark, basic colouration tends more 

towards green-brown with some darker 

mottling.  

Additional Notes: At our latitude, the Cornish Blackfish is a much scarcer species even than the Blackfish 

Cenrolophus niger, being classed as a very rare inshore vagrant, though not uncommon well out over deeper 

water to the south west of Britain and Ireland along the edge of the continental shelf. Specimens from British 

waters have come in at around half a pound. 

 

BARRACUDINA Paralepis coregonoides 

A long slender silvery grey fish with 

a large mouth full of teeth similar in 

general appearance like a Barracuda. 

But whereas Barracuda's have two 

dorsal fins, the Barracudina's have 

just the one, plus a tiny fleshy flap 

on the back just in front of the tail 

known as an adipose fish, a feature very few fish other than salmonids possess.  
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There is something of the order of fifty similar related species worldwide belonging to the family 

paralepididae, so just in case, count the pectoral rays, which should number fourteen to sixteen, and the anal 

fin rays of which there should be twenty three to twenty five.  

Additional Notes: Barracudina both sound like and superficially look like they should be related to the 

Barracudas. A Fish most commonly found leading a bathypelagic life style in the upper water layers along 

the edge of the Atlantic continental shelf. Grows to around twenty inches 

 

BUTTERFISH Pholis gunnellus 

Identification here should present no 

problems at all. An extremely elongate 

laterally compressed little fish with a 

single long dorsal fin, shorter 

continuous anal fin, and small tail.  

It's tiny embedded scales have given it 

a very smooth slippery feel, which 

coupled to a refusal to keep still, 

continually forcing itself into a letter 

`S' shape, that is if you can keep hold 

of it for long enough, hence the name 

Butterfish.  

Colouration is sandy brown with a series of a dozen or so black blotches circled with white along the upper 

back just touching onto the base of the dorsal fin. Darker vertical bars may also be present along the length 

of the flanks.  

Additional Notes: A small fish which most anglers will be familiar with either through turning boulders over 

looking for crabs, or checking the stomach contents of winter Cod. Very much a deliberate LRF target 

usually weighing no more than a couple of ounces.  

 

CONNEMARA SUCKER Lepadogaster candollei.  

One of three clingfish species recorded from 

British waters, this particular species has a 

somewhat elongate shallow wedge shaped 

head. The dorsal and anal fins, though 

finishing very close to the base of the tail, 

do not quite reach it, whereas those of the 

Cornish Sucker are joined to the tail, and the 

Two Spotted Sucker's dorsal and anal fins 

are both noticeably very short ending well 

clear of the tail.  

Colouration in all three species is some 

shade of red. However, the Cornish Sucker 

also has a very conspicuous single blue spot edged in red behind each eye which the Connemara Sucker 

lacks, while the Two Spotted Sucker often has flecks of blue, brown, and yellow, though the layout of the 

fins should be sufficient to avoid confusion.  

Additional Notes: A small inshore fish with LRF written all over it. Grows to a couple of ounces maximum.  
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DRAGONET Callionymus lyra  

A fish with a rather flattened down 

body giving the appearance of its 

eyes being located well up towards 

the top of the head. Colouration is 

particularly striking in mature males 

which are sandy brown with irregular 

blue blotches and long blue strips on 

the extremely tall first dorsal fin, 

which when flattened down almost 

reaches to the tail. These markings 

will also be present on the long 

second dorsal fin.  

Females and immature males on the 

other hand are far less eye catching, 

being marked with three brown saddles on the upper back, and lacking the exaggerated height of the first 

dorsal fin.  

In both sexes there are four small tightly grouped spines on the pre-operculum or first gill cover reaching out 

towards the operculum or outer gill cover itself.  

Additional Notes: As with the Sea Scorpions, a rather fearsome name for such an innocent attractive little 

fish with a maximum weight at around half a pound, though usually considerably less. 

 

GREAT PIPEFISH Syngnathus acus 

A long, Eel-like fish, whose body 

appears to be made up from 

segmented body rings and an 

elongated trunk for a mouth.  

As the name suggests, one of the 

larger, though not the largest species 

of pipefish species found in British 

waters, with a potential length of 

around eighteen inches. Colouration 

is mid to light greeny brown, with 

small noticeable brown spots on the 

snout and head.  

This particular species has pectoral 

and anal fins, as well as a complete 

tail, which not all pipefishes have. The main species it could be confused with is Nilsson's Pipefish. To help 

ease that confusion, the Great Pipefish has a bump on its head just behind the eyes and lacks a ridge along 

the top margin of the snout which comprises more than half of the overall head length. One of the pipefish 

species in which the male has a brood pouch.  

Additional Notes: For my money, one of the least likely fish to be caught around our coasts, with or without 

LRF. Should potentially weigh in at no more than four to five ounces. 
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SNAKE PIPEFISH Entelurus aequoreus 

As with the other pipefish species, all 

of which are related to the Sea 

Horses, the Snake Pipefish is a long 

Eel-like fish whose segmented body 

rings in this case are barely detectable 

in live specimens, though they are 

still present.  

Again, the mouth comes in the form 

of an elongated trunk or snout. This 

particular species has no pectoral or 

anal fins, but does have a slight trace 

of a tail fin if you look hard enough. 

No other potential British waters pipefish species has this fin combination. Male Snake Pipefish can carry up 

to a thousand eggs on their abdomen.  

By all accounts, a very much rarer species than the Great Pipefish and the rest of the clan, with less of a 

tendency for anglers to come across it due to its favoured deep open water life-style, only rarely making it 

into inshore waters, and usually only then when caught up in weed rafts that are themselves delivered inshore 

by the wind or the tide.  

Additional Notes: Even less likely than the Great Pipefish, which itself would be an unlikely catch. Grows 

to around sixteen inches with weights of just a few ounces. 

 

POGGE Agonus cataphractus 

An unusual fish in appearance, having 

a complete external body armour made 

up from overlapping bony plates. At 

the tip of the snout there are two 

upward facing hooks, while the 

underside of the head has many short 

barbels extending from the bottom jaw 

to the operculum or gill cover. 

Colouration is generally a drab brown 

with distinct slightly lighter coloured 

vertical hoops around the body. 

Additional Notes: Not often seen but 

not uncommon, particularly if you use 

a push net for shrimps or check the 

stomach contents of winter Cod. 

Grows to a couple of ounces in weight. 

 

RED BAND FISH Cepola rubescens 

Most people winding in and finding a Red Band Fish on the end of their line, while they probably wouldn't 

have a clue as to its actual identity, would still be very much aware that they had caught something well and 

truly out of the ordinary.  
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A striking little fish whose long thin 

laterally compressed dark red to orange 

body has a single long anal and dorsal 

fin tapering out at a point close to what 

purports to be a tail.  

The eye is noticeably large, as is the 

mouth which points upwards, 

suggesting a deep-water hunting 

technique which involves ambush from 

below, as would be the case when 

hiding in a mud burrow which these 

fish are known to construct.  

So, orange to red on the upper parts 

with a silvery sheen along the flank 

giving way to a more yellowish red ventrally, usually with a single red blotch on the dorsal fin. A length of 

around two feet represents its maximum growth potential equating to maybe half a pound in weight. 

Additional Notes: Lives in burrows over soft muddy ground, so where there’s one there will often be more. 

Weymouth in particular has a good track record with this attractive eye catching small fish. 

 

GREATER SANDEEL Hyperoplus lanceolatus 

A fish with an elongate slender typical 

sandeel layout, having a continuous 

long single dorsal and anal fin, a forked 

tail, and noticeably protruding lower 

jaw.  

Apart from its potential size, the main 

distinguishing feature for this species is 

a distinct dark spot on the snout in front 

of the eyes. The upper jaw is not 

protrusible. Colouration is bluish green 

above, becoming silvery below. 

Specimens in excess of half a pound in 

weigh have been caught. 

Additional Notes: Despite their small 

size, sandeels are fish which anglers do 

regularly catch for bait with small feathers such as shrimp rigs. This is the largest growing sandeel species 

which can on occasions exceed twelve inches in length, and as such is the one most likely to be caught on 

rod and line. In fact, at that sort of size, they become active predators in their own right, well capable of and 

willing to take smaller sandeels. 

 

CORBIN'S SANDEEL Hyperoplus immaculatus 

No illustration provided – almost identical to photograph above. 

Like the Greater Sandeel described above, an elongate slender little fish with long continuous dorsal and anal 

fins and an upper jaw that is not protrusible, the latter trait being one which sets these two species apart from 

all the other sandeel species. Then to separate Corbin's from the Greater Sandeel, there must be no dark spot 
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on the snout. Colouration is greenish blue on the back, and silvery white ventrally.  

Additional Notes: One of those fish which if you look hard enough and often enough may well turn up, 

particularly when fishing well offshore. Grows to around twelve inches, again with weights measured in 

ounces at the lower end of the range.  

 

15 SPINED STICKLEBACK Spinchia spinachia 

A small, elongate, wholly marine 

species, with fourteen to sixteen short 

spines on the upper back ahead of its 

short dorsal fin.  

Other features include a rather thin 

elongate caudal peduncle (tail stalk), 

and a very small obviously rounded 

tail.   Colouration varies and can be 

matched to the type of terrain an 

individual finds itself living over, 

though usually it will be either green 

or brown, perhaps with darker markings.  

Additional Notes: A small coastal fish often seen hiding in weed in the larger rock pools towards the lower 

shore. Will typically struggle to make a couple of ounces in weight. 

 

THREE SPINED STICKBACK Gasterosteus aculeatus 

As the name suggests, a fish with 

three dorsal spines, the first two of 

which are tall, sharp, and well 

separated from the dorsal fin, with a 

smaller third spine butted tight up to 

the front of it, plus another long 

sharp spine below forming the pelvic 

fin, thereby making it a fish that is 

unlikely to cause naming confusion. 

As such, all the other physical 

features become irrelevant. 

Primarily seen as a fresh-water fish, 

the Three Spined Stickleback has in 

fact managed to colonise Iceland by 

swimming across the sea from either 

Britain or Scandinavia after the last 

ice sheets withdrew. Also, a fish I have picked out of shrimp nets miles out to sea off Southport and Ainsdale 

on more than one occasion. 

Additional Notes: Most anglers are familiar with the Three Spined Stickleback. Probably the first ‘fishy’ 

encounter many of us will have had as kids. Less commonly understood is its remarkably hardy lifestyle. I 

spent years studying them for my Ph.D, so it’s a species close to my heart 
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ARGENTINE Argentina sphyraena  

The Argentine is a small deep water fish, 

which on occasions comes close enough to 

the shore to find itself on a small baited 

hook. An elongate silvery fish prone to 

readily losing its scales when given any sort 

of rough handling. The eye is quite large in 

proportion to the head, hinting at its deep-

water life style.  

A fish with an adipose fin which will 

automatically set it apart from 99.9% of all 

other home water species, the adipose fin 

being a small fleshy blob on the back of the body just in front of the tail which is a characteristic feature of 

fresh-water salmonids. 

The only remotely possible confusion could come from the Smelt, which is a coastal species with an adipose 

fin and a large head and mouth, the first dorsal fin of which is set well back pretty much directly over the 

pelvic fins, unlike that of the Argentine which starts well forward of the pelvic fins.  

Colouration is a greenish grey on the upper back becoming greyish white below, with a silvery stripe along 

the flanks separating the two other two colours. Four to five ounces represents its maximum weight. 

Additional Notes: An odd one has been caught in the outer Clyde. My personal success came fishing in over 

1700 feet of water. 

 

SMELT Osmerus eperlanus  

As with the Argentine above, quite an 

elongate fish with a single dorsal fin and a 

small fleshy adipose fin on the upper back 

just in front of the tail which is more 

characteristic of fresh-water salmonids. This 

makes it an ’either or’ choice between the 

Argentine and the Smelt. 

Colouration is green on the back and upper 

flanks becoming silvery white below with a 

distinct silvery stripe from head to tail along 

each flank.  

Smelt also have a very distinct smell of cucumber. 

Additional Notes: Not an uncommon fish in large estuaries, though you wouldn’t think so looking at the 

numbers caught. Often sold frozen in tackle shops as Pike bait. Usually weighs in at under half a pound. 

 

SAND SMELT Atherina presbyter  

Other than being fish with names suggesting they could be taxonomically close, the two related Sand Smelts 

and the Smelt Osmerus eperlanus have absolutely nothing in common as they belong to two completely un-

related families.  
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A long narrow little fish that will 

struggle to exceed six inches in length, 

with a blunt face and quite large mouth 

in relation to its overall size. Both 

dorsal fins are short and well separated, 

the first of which starts just after the 

pelvic fins below it, with the second 

more or less directly over the anal fin.  

Colouration however is a much more 

reliable identifier, it being green on the 

back and upper flanks and silvery 

white below, separated by a narrow 

bright silvery line running the whole 

length of the fish from its gill cover to 

its tail. Tiny black dots may also be 

found edging the scales around the 

head and back.  

Almost identical to it is the very much rarer Big Scaled Sand Smelt Atherina boyeri which has a slightly 

bigger head and eye, facts only of value when a direct comparison can be made between the pair.  

Otherwise, it's a case of counting the scales along the lateral line between the base of the pectoral fin and the 

tail, which in A. presbyter number fifty three to fifty seven, and in A. boyeri should be between forty four and 

forty eight.  

Additional Notes: I remember when my kids were small, setting them up to catch small fish at the base of 

the harbour wall at St. Mary’s in the Scilly Isles where amongst many mini-species, this was one of the 

regulars they caught. Big numbers can also be found in St. Peterport harbour on Guernsey. A couple of 

ounces would be a decent specimen. 

 

BIG SCALED SAND SMELT Atherina boyeri 

No illustration provided – almost identical to photograph above. 

Everything that has been said about the Sand Smelt Atherina presbyter above applies here, right down to the 

basic identification features. Only a scale count along the lateral line from the base of the pectoral fin to the 

tail can reliably be used to separate the two, it being fifty three to fifty seven in A. presbyter, and forty four to 

forty eight in A. boyeri.  

Additional Notes: The fact that A. boyeri is confined to a handful of specific low salinity dock locations in 

Britain such as at Swansea, Pembroke, and Barrow-in-Furness, should assist identification. Maximum weight 

a couple of ounces or so. 

 

COHO SALMON Oncorhynchus kisutch 

The current record Coho Salmon was caught from the rocks at Petit Port on Guernsey back in 1977 at the 

comparatively small weight of one and a half pounds. Others of similar size were also caught in the same 

area around the same time suggesting some sort of escapee incident from a fish farm perhaps rearing them 

for the table, possibly somewhere in France just across the way from the Channel Islands.  

So not a likely repeat prospect for the future. Looks almost identical to the Salmon Salmo salar below. But 

for completeness, positive identification is quoted as being achieved from an internal examination and count 
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of the pyloric caeca, these being finger 

like projections located close to the 

junction between the stomach and the 

intestines, of which in this case there 

should be forty five to one hundred 

and fourteen.  

The same source quotes Atlantic 

Salmon as having forty to seventy 

four, which means that unless a 

specific individual has more than 

seventy four, with the possible degree 

of over-lap, this is of absolutely no 

help whatsoever.  

Thankfully, the gums at the base of the 

teeth are also said to be noticeably 

white. Not that any of this matters, because unless there is another mass break out, a repeat catch just ain't 

going to happen any time soon.  

Can achieve weights in excess of forty pounds. 

Additional Notes: A fish which technically should not be showing up in our waters at all. One more 

regularly found in the Pacific and its associated rivers, ranging from California to Alaska, and Japan to the 

former Soviet Union.  

 

ATLANTIC SALMON Salmo salar 

An unlikely catch in British and Irish 

coastal waters, both despite and 

because of its life style.  

Young salmon need to run from the 

rivers out into coastal waters and then 

on up towards Greenland to feed up 

prior to maturity, making them 

technically available. Then as they 

make it back to the British coast in 

readiness for running their birth rivers 

to spawn, they allegedly cease feeding.  

Some people say they most certainly 

cease feeding, but if they did, why are 

they then caught in fresh-water, 

particularly on prawns and worms. So 

the possibility, however remote, of one 

picking up a sea anglers bait exists, and as such it deserves to be included here. 

Salmon are long, sleek, torpedo like fish. Very powerful fish too, and not that dissimilar to a Sea Trout which 

is a Brown Trout that has also undertaken a fresh-water to salt-water feeding migration, and which most 

certainly will take a sea anglers bait. Both these fish have a tiny fleshy blob known as an adipose fin on their 

back just in front of the tail. That fact alone rules out a good 99% of other fish to confuse them with. 

The way game anglers separate the pair is firstly to check the tail, which in the Salmon is concave giving the 

impression of being slightly forked, whereas in the Sea Trout it is square cut at the end. 
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The other separating feature is the ‘wrist’ or caudal peduncle, which is the part of the fish’s body just in front 

of the tail. In Salmon, this is narrow, allowing them to be picked up and held comfortably without the fish 

slipping free. Sea Trout on the other hand have a broader caudal peduncle which makes gripping them for 

lifting difficult to the point where they will often slide free. 

Salmon are also not as heavily spotted as Sea Trout, having just a light scattering of small black flecks. 

Additional Notes: Don’t hold your breath with thoughts of ticking this species off the list. 

 

SEA TROUT Salmo trutta 

Why Sea Trout and Brown Trout are 

treated as different species defies all 

logic, one being a sea-run version of the 

other, and unlike Salmon, which 

supposedly cease feeding when they get 

inshore and reach their home estuaries, 

Sea Trout will feed, and as such are 

occasionally taken by sea anglers. 

Though they look nothing like resident 

fresh-water Brown Trout, for our 

purposes, no comparison between that 

pair needs to be made. Sea Trout are 

long slender silvery fish becoming 

darker on the upper flanks and back 

with an adipose fin or small fleshy blob 

on the upper body just in front of the tail. They are also very 'Salmon-like' in appearance to the point that 

even game anglers can struggle to set the two apart. 

The way game anglers separate them is firstly to check out the cut of the tail, which in Sea Trout is square, 
and in Salmon concave, giving it a slightly forked appearance. 

The other separating feature is the 'wrist' or caudal peduncle, which is the point at which the fish's body 

narrows just before the tail. In Sea Trout this is broad to the point that when lifting the fish by gripping it 

there, usually it will slide free. Salmon on the other hand have a much narrower 'wrist' enabling them to be 

lifted and held more securely. 

Sea Trout are also more heavily spotted, some of which extend down the flanks past the lateral line which is 

not the case with the more lightly spotted Salmon. The maxilla of the Sea Trout, which is the bony plate 
along the upper jaw, extends beyond the eye, which again is not the case with the Salmon. 

Additional Notes: Unless you have a suitable Environment Agency Permit, all Sea Trout must be returned, 
even though you are not fishing in fresh-water. 

 

LIKELY NEW CANDIDATE SPECIES FOR THE FUTURE 

 

Fish, and the food items they need to sustain them, often live within well-defined temperature bands. When 

something comes along like rising sea temperatures brought about by global warming, these bands are liable 

to start to shift, in this case progressively northwards taking traditional species with them, while at the same 

time introducing new ones from the south able to colonise locations previously not available to them. 
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Initially, new migrants from the south tend to be pioneers. Small numbers at the fringes pushing up and 

mixing with die-hards from the traditional species still trying to hang on in there for as long as they can. 

Normally, change of this sort is slow, giving animals and plants time to adapt. When change happens quickly, 

as it appears to be doing now, organisms can’t adapt quickly enough putting them in very real trouble, 

possibly even facing extinction. 

The evidence currently available suggests very rapid change. Within my angling life I’ve seen Black Bream 

go from migrating as far north as mid Wales to being regular catches in parts of Luce Bay Scotland. 

Smoothhounds are another species following a similar pattern. Gilhead Bream too, going from rare 

occasional visitors in some west country estuaries, to becoming quite widespread throughout southern 

Britain and Ireland. 

On the other side of that argument we have the Mako Shark, which is supposedly a warm water species. 

From the time of the first angling encounter during the 1950’s through to the mid 1970’s, according to David 

Turner who has studied the species, 45 Mako Sharks were taken by anglers. Yet in the 40 or more years since 

while sea temperatures have been progressively rising, amazingly, there has only been one. 

So it’s always hard to predict which new species may occur, but based on evidence of varying reliability I’ll 

give it a go, pointing my finger in particular at Sea Breams, Wrasses, and mini species, all of which there 

will probably be more, and in the case of the latter, due to the popularity of Light Rock Fishing (LRF) with 

tiny lures and baits, plus competition angling, probably many more. 

Sea Breams and Wrasses and abundant in both numbers of individuals and range of species throughout 

southern Europe, which is why I expect these to be contenders as evidenced by the Gilthead Bream I 

mentioned earlier, the Couches Bream, and the Pandora, plus from the Wrasses, the Baillon’s and Scale 

Rayed varieties. That said, some of the other species I’m hedging my bets on could not be any further 

removed from Breams and Wrasse. 

 

MONTAGU’S BLENNY Coryphoblennius galerita 

Typical of all the true blennies, 

Montagu’s Blenny is a quite small thick 

set elongate little fish with both its 

dorsal fins merging into one continuous 

run and a face which is blunt and 

rounded with big lips. One of the 

blenny species with noticeable tentacles 

on its head, or should I say tentacle, 

because unusually in this case, the 

presentation is not as a pair with one 

over each eye, but rather as a single 

centrally placed crest. That fact alone 

should be enough to separate it from 

the crowd. 

Basic colouration in many of these mini species can be variable with terrain, breeding season and the like. 

That said, usually the Montagu’s is some shade of greenish-brown with opalescent white spots on the head 

and upper body. There is also a conspicuous notch where the spiny first section of the dorsal fin meets the 

softer second section. Found mainly over mixed to heavy ground in the south west of Britain and southern 

Ireland. 

Additional Notes: I know I’m onto a winner with this prediction because the species is already fairly 

regularly caught around Britain and Ireland. The reason why it’s not up there in the main section is because 

as a species it doesn’t meet the criteria required to put it there, that being inclusion in one of the four national 

record lists. In short, no one as yet has bothered to make a claim yet. 
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SPOTTED BASS Dicentrarchus punctatus 

Outwardly, a very similar fish to the 

Bass. Certainly in body shape and 

layout of its fins, the obvious big 

difference being the scattering of 

highly conspicuous dark spots on the 

back and upper flanks, plus a dark 

blotch on the edge of the gill cover. 

Spotted Bass are said to grow to 

around half the size of their more 

regularly caught cousins, which still 

leaves scope for some very good fish 

when they arrive, as indeed they will. 

Currently, they range from the Canary Islands northwards to the Bay of Biscay, which isn’t that far short of 

the western approaches to the English Channel. How long it will take them to invade is another matter. One 

things for sure, with all those spots, they shouldn’t be over-looked. 

Additional Notes: Not officially listed as having been caught on rod and line around the British Isles yet, but 

certainly present in areas where anglers could theoretically put out a bait, with at least one authenticated 

specimen having been taken commercially of Clacton in Essex. My own personal experience of this fish is of 

catching small ones on float fished bread flake of all things, while fishing for mullet in Gibraltar harbour. 

 

EUROPEAN BARRACUDA Sphyraena sphyraena 

It would be hard to mistake a barracuda for 

anything other than what it is. That long 

sleek torpedo shaped body and all those teeth 

give the game away. There are numerous 

species in the warmer coastal waters of the 

world. Thankfully there is just the one in 

European waters., 

The feature which sets it apart from other 

barracuda species is the run of 20 to 22 dark 

vertical bands starting on the back and 

extending down the flank to around mid 

point. 

Additional Notes: Another fish known to 

have frequented British waters well within angling range, as demonstrated by gill netted specimens taken 

within twelve miles of the Cornish coast. No reason then to think there will not have been others. In fact, 

while fishing for Blue Sharks out from Falmouth, Graeme Pullen and Wayne Comben witnessed one 

repeated leaping out of the water chasing Mackerel quite close to their boat.  

 

SANDY RAY Leucoraja circularis 

The British record fish list includes this particular species, though for some reason the record is vacant in 

both the boat and the shore record slots. In other words, nobody has ever made a claim. Why then not list 

every other fish that hasn’t been caught or claimed on rod and line. But that’s another story.  
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The Sandy Ray should not present 

any identification problems if it sticks 

to the plan laid down for it, that being 

some shade of light brown, possibly 

with a reddish tinge on the upper 

surface, with between four and six 

conspicuous creamy white marks 

spaced out across each of its wings 

and pelvic fins. There are also four 

tight rows of quite large curved 

spines present along the tail. 

This is both a northerly as well as a 

deep-water species. But not to the 

point where anglers would struggle to 

cover it, and as such, I wouldn’t be 

surprised if some have been caught 

and labelled Thornback Rays, so 

always, keep an eye out. 

 

Additional Notes: Way back in the 1970’s there was a Sandy Ray record which was later evicted from the 

list. But before that happened, I caught one in the deep water off Scotland’s Isle of Arran. The problem was 

that my fish was smaller than the soon to be evicted incumbent record, so we put back. Then later, when the 

misidentified standing record was removed, I had no back up evidence to support a claim.  

 

WHITE MARLIN Kajikia albidus 

All marlin species share a common 

basic layout with ‘minor’ modifications 

separating them. Fast, powerful fish 

with a tall first dorsal fin which 

suddenly dips and continues much of 

the way towards the back of the fish 

where is a second, low profile, very 

much shorter second dorsal just ahead 

of the narrow, sickle-like forked tail.  

At the business end, all marlin have a 

spear like bill. White Marlin in 

particular are dark blue to chocolate 

brown on the back and upper sides, 

shading to silvery white from around 

the mid flank region to the underpart of 

belly.  

A fish with noticeable spots on its 

dorsal fin and rounded pectoral and anal fins, with a lateral line which curves over the pectoral fin, then runs 

straight through to the tail. An offshore blue water pelagic feeding fish with more of a tolerance for lower 

water temperatures than the rest of the family. 

Additional Notes: Graeme Pullen once sold some trolling lures to a chap who ran his own private boat way 

out beyond the Channel Islands over very deep water where he picked up plenty of Albacore. Out there he 

also raised a White Marlin, which unfortunately didn’t take. 

You might argue that at a glance it could have been any of the marlin species, but in all honesty, each would 
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be just as noteworthy. The fact that White Marlin will tolerate far cooler water temperatures than the other  

species, and are known to push up into and beyond the Bay of Biscay, certainly points to his identification as 

being right. 

A fish which, due to its pelagic open water feeding life style would really need to be targeted as opposed to 

accidentally encountered, unless trolling deep water for other species. 

 

SWORDFISH Xiphias gladius 

The most conspicuous of all the bill 

fishes on account both of the length of 

the bill, and also its shape which is flat 

like a sword, hence the name. Unlike 

the marlins, which have a long first 

dorsal fin, here it is tall, narrow, and 

quite rigid, and the pelvic fins are 

absent. There is also a keel either side 

of the body just in front of the tail, and 

the eye is large to suit its deep-water 

life style. Colouration is greyish blue 

on the back fading to dirty off white 

lower down. Prefers to live well 

offshore over depths of between 400 

and 500 fathoms. 

Additional Notes: Swordfish have been washed up dead at various locations around the British Isles, which 

may surprise a lot of people, but in light of its distribution, we really shouldn’t be that surprised at all.  

Surprised possibly with specimens washed up along Irish Sea coasts on account of its generally shallow 

depth range, though tidal carry could in part help explain that one away. No surprise though at all along west 

facing Atlantic coasts, where the big question is, why have anglers not made any serious attempts at going 

offshore and putting out float fished baits for them after dark.  

To the south of Ireland and the UK there is an extensive commercial long-lining fishery, not so much aimed 

at Swordfish, but with a long history of catching them anyway. So they are most definitely there. 

 

GREAT WHITE SHARK Carcharodon carcharias 

The biggest surprise inclusion, though it 

shouldn’t be. The waters around the British 

Isles are perfect for Great Whites in terms of 

temperature. The one slight drawback is that 

they probably don’t hold enough in the way 

of concentrated high energy rich food such 

as large seal colonies. Even so, some 

reliable evidence is already there. 

Is there any real need to run through the 

identification of this fish?. Unless you’ve 

been living like a hermit with no access to 

television, the Great White Shark is a fish 

which the entire population is familiar with.  

A few of its key features are as follows – large powerful looking fish, which while it generally saunters 

slowly through the water, can turn on incredible bursts of speed when hunting. Colouration is greyish brown 
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to blackish on top with an abrupt change to its lighter lower colouration, though this can be marked by an 

uneven wavy line of change. The eye is large and dark, and the tips of the pectoral fins on the underside are 

black. The snout is blunt, and there is a keel on each side of the body just before the tail. The teeth are large, 

triangular and serrated. 

Additional Notes: A marine biologist SCUBA diving off one of the Hebridean Islands a few years ago was 

repeated circled by a Great White, which sounds pretty reliable to me. But because there is no hard evidence 

of this or any other encounter such as video, photographs, lost teeth, or even a dead example, all such 

incidents are logged as unauthenticated. 

 

OTHER WORTHY MENTIONS…… 

 

In addition to what might be expected in the 

future, there is always the chance of the 

unexpected too. Encounters which fall into 

the category of random, amazing or 

unexplained.  

Front runner in the latter category is a 

Striped Bass Morone saxatilis of 2 pounds 7 

ounces caught by Martin White from Dover 

Breakwater in 2013. A fish commonly found 

in the coastal waters of the eastern USA. 

Certainly not a species prone to straying too 

far from the coastal shallows, and most definitely not crossing the Atlantic, which despite being a vast 

expanse of water, once you leave the coastal shelf, there would be little or nothing for such a fish to feed on. 

Yet still it made it across. 

 

Running this in a very close second is a 

catch made by Val Fletcher of 

Skinningrove just north of Whitby 

during a night session from her local 

beach back in 2003. After quite a 

tussle, she brought in a huge Oarfish 

Regalecus glesne of 11 feet 7 inches in 

length. A bizarre looking almost Si-Fi 

designed species of fish normally only  

found at great depth out in the open 

ocean.  

Back at her home, understandably, 

nobody, including Val herself, had a 

clue as to what it was, despite it being 

left tied to a plank outside for people to 

look at. A great pity and opportunity 

lost both for a record claim and for 

scientific research, which is a shame. 
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PHOTOGRAPH CREDITS & COPY RIGHT 

 
Andy Griffith  Mako Shark: Photo Andy Griffith. 

Andy Griffith Porbeagle Shark: Photo Andy Griffith. 

Rob Rennie & Andy Turrell Welsh Thresher: Photo Rob Rennie. 

Andy Griffith Blue Shark: Photo Andy Griffith. 

Six Gilled Shark: Photo Phill Williams. 

Mark Ward 71 pound Norfolk Tope: Photo Phill Williams. 

Dave Devine Starry Smoothhoound: Photo Phill Williams. 

Common Smoothhound: Photo Phill Williams 

Steve Ralphson Spurdog: Photo Phill Williams. 

Phill Williams Bull Huss: Photo Phill Williams. 

Dawn Williams LSD: Photo Phill Williams. 

Black Mouthed Dogfish: Photo Phill Williams. 

Monkfish or Angel Shark: Photo Google Free Images 

Ross Johnson Flapper Skate: Photo Ross Johnson. 

Blue Skate, Mike Pullen: Photo Graeme Pullen. 

Bottle Nosed Ray, Jonathan Gannon & Mary Gavin-Hughes: Photo Jonathan Gannon 

Andy Griffith, Thornback Ray: Photo Andy Griffith. 

Andy Griffith Small Eyed Rays: Photo Andy Griffith. 

Blonde Ray: Photo Phill Williams. 

Spotted Ray: Photo Phill Williams. 

Undulate Rays: Photo Steve Perry. 

Cuckoo Ray & Thornback Ray: Photo Michael McVeigh. 

Stingray: Photo Steve Perry. 

Small Eagle Ray: Photo Phill Williams. 

Dark Electric Ray: Photo Google Free Images. 

Marbled Electric Ray: Photo Google Free Images. 

Whitby Cod: Photo Paul Kilpatrick. 

Ian Burrett, Pollack: Photo Phill Williams. 

Coalfish: Photo Dave Lewis. 

Haddock markings: Photo Phill Williams. 
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Whiting: Photo Phill Williams. 

Blue Whiting, Scillies: Photo Phill Williams. 

Pouting and Poor Cod: Photo Phill Williams. 

Poor Cod with scales on hand: Photo Phill Williams. 

Hake 10 lbs 8 oz: Photo Mike Millman. 

Ben Lawes, Ling: Photo Phill Williams. 

Torsk: Photo Michael McVeigh. 

Greater Forkbeard: Photo Phill Williams. 

Tadpole Fish: Photo Andy Copeland. 

Andy Copeland, Three Bearded Rockling: Photo Andy Copeland. 

Four Bearded Rockling: Illustration Phill Williams. 

Five Bearded Rockling: Photo Phill Williams. 

Shore Rockling: Photo Dave Lewis. 

Charlie Pitchers & Dave Devine Cleveleys Plaice: Photo Phill Williams. 

Dab: Photo David Proudfoot. 

Flounder: Photo Andy Griffith. 

Lemon sole: Photo Andy Copeland. 

Witch: Photo Phill Williams. 

Shore caught Halibut: Photo Ian Peacock. 

Dab and Long Rough Dab: Photo Phill Williams. 

Turbot: Photo: Michael McVeigh. 

Brill: Photo Michael McVeigh. 

Megrim: Photo Phill Williams. 

Common Topknot: Photo Kev McKie. 

Sole: Photo Andy Griffith. 

Mick Duff, Mersey Bass: Photo Phill Williams. 

Comber: Photo Phill Williams. 

Wreckfish or Stone Bass: Photo World Sea Fishing. 

Dusky Perch: Photo Aram Toholakian. 

Dave Lewis, Thick Lipped Grey Mullet: Photo Dave Lewis. 

Greg Whitehead, 7 pound plus Thin Lip Mullet: Photo Greg Whitehead. 

Golden Grey Mullet: Photo Dave Lewis. 
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Red Mullet: Photo Phill Williams. 

Blue Fin Tuna, Downings, Ireland. Photo Michael McVeigh. 

Big Eyed Tuna: Photo Dave Barham. 

Albacore: Photo Andy Griffith. 

Pelamid, Robin Howard: Photo fishyrob.co.uk. 

Mackerel: Photo Phill Williams. 

Mark Kearnarek, Chub Mackerel: Photo Mike Millman. 

Scad: Photo Andy Bradbury. 

Greater Amberjack, Scott Browz: Photo Scott Browz. 

Graeme Pullen, Almaco Jack: Photo Phill Williams. 

Jon Patten, Blue Runner: Photo Jon Patten. 

Pilot Fish: Photo Google Free Images. 

Black Bream: Andrew Barnes Pilott. 

Red bream: Photo Michael McVeigh. 

Gilthead Bream: Photo World Sea Fishing. 

Phill Williams, Couches Bream: Photo Phill Williams. 

Pandora Bream: Photo Dave Lewis. 

Bogue: Photo Phill Williams. 

Axillary bream: Photo Colin Penny. 

White Sea Bream: Photo Google Free Images. 

Saddled Bream: Photo Phill Williams. 

Rays Bream: Photo Aram Toholakian. 

Ballan Wrasse: Photo Phill Williams. 

Male and female Cuckoo Wrasse: Photo Phill Williams. 

Corkwing Wrasse: Photo Phill Williams. 

Goldsinny Wrasse: Photo Phill Williams. 

Rock Cook Wrasse: Photo Andy Copeland. 

Tonny Kenna, Scale Rayed Wrasse. Photo Mike Millman. 

Baillons Wrasse: Photo Mark Radcliffe. 

Tub Gurnard top and Red Gurnard below: Photo Phill Williams. 

Red Gurnard: Photo Phill Williams 

Grey gurnard: Photo Phill Williams. 
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Streaked Gurnard: Photo Gethyn Owen. 

Phill Williams, Garfish: Photo Phill Williams. 

Skipper: Photo Phill Williams. 

Herring: Photo Phill Williams. 

Pilchard: Photo Colin Penny. 

Anchovy: Photo Phill Williams. 

Twaite and Allis Shad: Photo Phill Williams. 

Black Goby: Photo Adam Kirkby. 

Common Goby: Photo Phill Williams. 

Rock Goby: Photo Ross Johnson. 

Sand Goby: Illustration Phill Williams. 

Giant Goby: Photo Steve Perry. 

Leopard Spotted Goby: Photo Adam Kirkby. 

Tompot Blenny: Photo Colin Penny. 

Shanny: Photo Andy Copeland. 

Butterfly Blenny: Photo Google Free Images. 

Black Faced Blenny: Photo Google Free Images. 

Yarrells Blenny: Photo Andy Copeland. 

Viviparous Blenny: Photo Andy Copeland. 

Catfish: Photo Phill Williams. 

Conger Eel, Steve Perry: Photo Steve Perry. 

Silver Eel, Steve Perry: Photo Steve Perry. 

Angler Fish: Photo Gethyn Owen. 

Opah 82 pounds Mevagissey. Photo Mike Millman. 

Sunfish: Photo Colin Penny. 

Dave Lewis, Trigger Fish: Photo Phill Williams. 

Puffer Fish: Photo Aram Toholakian. 

Lumpsucker: Photo Phill Williams. 

John Dory, Mike Thrussell: Photo World Sea Fishing. 

Boar Fish: Illustration Phill Williams. 

Norway Haddock: Photo Phill Williams. 

Bluemouth, Sean Palmer: Photo Sean Palmer. 
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Greater Weever: Photo Phill Williams. 

Lesser Weever: Photo Phill Williams. 

Short Spined Sea Scorpion: Photo Phill Williams. 

Long Spined Sea Scorpion: Photo Phill Williams. 

Blackfish: Photo Aram Toholakian. 

Cornish Blackfish: Illustration Phill Williams. 

Barracudina: Illustration Phill Williams. 

Butterfish: Photo Jonathan Law. 

Connemara Sucker: Photo Jonathan Law. 

Male Common Dragonet: Photo Andy Copeland. 

Great Pipefish: Photo Dean Lodge. 

Snake Pipefish: Illustration Phill Williams. 

Pogge: Photo Phill Williams. 

Red Band Fish: Photo Mark Radcliffe. 

Greater Sandeel: Photo Phill Williams. 

Fifteen Spined Stickleback: Photo Jonathan Law. 

Three Spined Stickleback: Photo Phill Williams. 

Argentine: Photo Phill Williams. 

Smelt: Photo Phill Williams. 

Sand Smelt: Photo Dave Lewis. 

Coho salmon: Photo Dave Lewis. 

Atlantic Salmon, Phill Williams: Photo Phill Williams. 

Sea Trout, Sven Hille: Photo Phill Williams. 

Montagu’s Blenny: Photo Ross Johnson 

Spotted Bass: Photo Phill Williams. 

European Barracuda, Phill Williams: Photo Phill Williams. 

Sandy Ray: Illustration Phill Williams. 

White Marlin: Photo Google Free Images. 

Swordfish: Photo Google Free Images. 

Great White Shark: Photo Google Free Images. 

Striped Bass: Photo Phill Williams. 

Oarfish: Photo Google Free Images. 


